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INTRODUCTION.
The consideration of the problems of economic in­
sulation against temperature variation has only come to 
the fore in recent years* The outstanding developments 
in methods of central heating which have grown up with 
the XXth Century have brought with them a desire to in­
vestigate the manner in vAiich heat losses occur in dif­
ferent types of buildings.
After the Great War, shortage of capital, lack of 
fuel, and the general want of suitable material for 
building oaused a demand for general construction on 
much cheaper lines and vith the use of much lighter ma­
terial*
One difficulty of this new method of building was, 
that very little data on the insulating properties of 
the materials chosen for use was available, and what 
little data there was, was largely incorrect.
The consumption of fuel required to heat buildings 
during the winter months reached enormous proportions 
because of this, and it was quite impossible to lower 
the consumption without discomfort.
In direct contrast, during the summer months, the 
rays of the sun penetrated to such on extent that ade­
quate cooling became an even more urgent problem.
In certain countries in which long bright cold 
nights are a feature of the winter climate, walls and 
especially flat roofs of buildings radiate heat rays 
continuously into the atmosphere for 24 hours every day. 
The atmosphere being of comparatively infinite propor­
tions absorbs these heat rays, providing only short pe­
riods of sun radiation in exchange. In fact in mid 
winter in exti'-jme latitudes the sun only shines for 
such a short period out of the £4 hours that the heat
loss radiated from buildings reaches serious proportions
Progress during the last few, years has however gra­
dually brought with it increasing appreciation of the 
importance of insulating walls, floors end roofs.
Against temperature changes, noise, draughts and damp­
ness*
It is necessary to re’fer to these four simulta­
neously because they have so nany factors in common 
that they are virtually inseparable.
For instance, any building which will absorb wa­
ter must obviously be unprotected from temperature 
changes. A humidity of 100$ in the air is sufficient 
to reduce insulating properties by 50£ in building ma­
terials and temperature changes, of such a nature as 
to produce condensation reduce them still further.
This difficulty has already been found in S.Africa, 
especially on the high-veldt whore sudden cold follo­
wing upon heavy rain causes the relative humidity of the 
air to rise above the normal figure of 60£> - 80# giving 
rise to condensation.
Again - materials which allow the passage of air 
through them oannot possibly be 3ouncl proof. One has 
to pay particular attention to this £ \ct when chosing 
ao-called modern windows and doors built in light ma­
terials, Well-fitting door3 and windows are to a 
certain extent self insulating because they tend to 
prevent bho passage of air, sound and water.
Any material must subscribe to a certain speci­
fication if it is to have adequate Insulating proper­
ties.
It is extremely difficult to find materials which 
are non-hyg-roscopic anfl the usual practise therefore is 
to J;ref„t normal materials with one or two waterproof 
3 ay era in the form of a protective covering,
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The property of whether or not any material will 
allow the passage of air is one of the most Important 
factors in finding the perfoct insulation material for 
both heating or vc-ntilating problems.
When considering external walls, it sometimes hap­
pens that too much Importance is paid to temperature 
and noise insulation whilst too little is paid to in- 
sulation from dampness.
In recent years reinforced concrete has oome into 
general use in S.African building trade. Scarcely a 
building exists to -dayv/hich has no reinforced concrcte 
in it. Simplification ir* the methods of construc­
tion brought about by the; uso of re-inforced concrete 
has resulted in a big increase in the uses to which 
it is put, without scientific development keeping 
pace with all the factors arising from these new uses. 
As a result defects occur in constructional work 
which sometimes have serious conso.iUciK.uS.
Fro fluently the cause of there defects lies in the 
system of preparation of tho materials.
For examplej~
Tho reinforced concrete Engineer in conjunction 
with tho contractor has designed and placcd in posi­
tion respectively tho reinforcing stool. They are 
followed by the general Contractor who pours in the 
surrounding concrete. During this procedure it is 
possible for caroless workmen, generally natives, to 
move tho reinforcing steol, wi*.h the result that it 
no longer occupies the position intended by tho de­
signer# This ia very often the case with cantile­
ver designs.
Frequently too, the cause o? defects can be tra­
ced to a poor mixture, which has not been kept up to 
the composition standard called for by the designer -
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or is not sufficiently well mixed.
In this country however, stresses set up by fluc­
tuations of temperature as well as by super imposed 
loads are more impoitant causes of cracks than the 
technical errors mentioned above. It is as a gene­
ral rule the calculations appertaining to super Impo­
sed load stresses which are accurately checked, whilst 
thosa set up by temperature changes, because they are 
more complicated, are frequently neglected altogether.
It can be said therefore, that the reinforced con­
crete Structure has on the whole not been fully adap­
ted to meet the physical conditions of S.Africa.
Expansion joints and insulation against tempera­
ture extremes have not been taken into account.
In the case of cracks actually caused by tempe­
rature variation it has often happened that either bad 
soil or poor foundations have been blamed.
Every building is subjected to periodio heating 
and cooling.
Divers circumstances control this fact.
For example:-
Host housos are heated inside in the winter whilst 
being simultaneously cooled outside by the wintry air.
Again- there is a tremendous difference between 
winter and summer temperatures and often an even grea­
ter difference between day and ni^ht temperatures espe­
cially in winter.
For instance the outer surface of any building 
exposed to direct rays frotu the sun. often reaches a 
temperature of 70“- 75°C having absorbed heat fron the 
sun whilst at ni^ ht, temperatures aro dovm only a few 
degrees.
Tgl'jFERATUia COITnITIOHS IN SOUTH AFRICA
’?12£ ;ln tvo to buildings from Jem"
Only two causes will be dealt with hare.
A.4 That the temperature of tho entire building will 
rlso and fall with the surrounding air.
In other worda winter and sunmer air temperatures 
will be winter and suirier building temperatures and in 
each case, maximum summer and minimum winter tempera­
tures have to bo taken into account. It is already 
known that in S. Africa the temper at’are difference be­
tween day and night, especially in winter, is fairly 
largee> This b;U, temperature difference has to bo ta­
ken into consideration v.faon materials are being used 
which have very little or no heat accumulation capaci­
ty, as for inataaoo corrugated iron. The only way to 
compensate for thi:, 1,3 to maku use of materials with 
groat capacity fo~' the accumulation of heat. For 
examp.o:- To build heavier walls, to apply proper 
insulating, etc,
The selection of Uuildlne ^ Bterials v;ith the pro­
perties of creat heat accumulation factors on the one 
hand and of cold resisting factors on the other play 
an important part in the precautionary measures which 
have to bo lalcon ayainst thermal expansion and contrac­
tion « ;)i',cr>--irl':‘.on of condensation and the creation of 
economic heat in,-: and cooling conditions.
‘H,r, actual moaning of heat accumulation and ab- 
•3orptioi.' faid cold roslutinc or cold accumulating m -  
tcj'ialn will hi discusnod later in the paper.
Thn avora^o tenpo-'aturos throughout tho year in 
JohPnnoaDurf; according to date. compiled by tho TJnion 
Obaervatur*’ over i;v> li.nt fri y*..crs are es follows:-
. . . . .
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I loan lira« Moan Min,
January 25 ‘ °C 13.5*0February 24.5" ■! 13.0*0March 23 °0 12.5*0April 21 *0 , 10 #CMay 18 °C 7.5* CJune 16’ fC 5 * 0July 15.5'0 4;5* (1August I8.i'“>e a 6.5* 0September 21.5* 0 9 *COctober 23.59 0 11 °0November 24 *0 12 *0December 24.5*0 13 *C
(Tho thonaonoter usod in the determination of the 
above figures was mounted in a Stophenson Scrcon).
The maximum difforonco botwoon moan max. and moan 
min. in the last 34 years in Johannesburg can be seen 
ri-on tho above to bo 25*C - 405*0 =*CO.5°0.
Tno higiiost temperature ever to be recordod since 
1904 was on tho 31st December,,"."Mr; rnd was 34*C, Tha 
lowost was on tho 23rd July, 1936 whan it stood at 
7.5*0. Tho maximum difforcnoo ^ver recorded is there­
fore 41.5®C„
Other critical tumporaimroa in tha TJnion of S.
Africa aro as follows:-
Johannesburg. Observatory Max. 31* 0, min. -2*0Other suburbs Max. 31/33*0, Min. -2/-3*0
Protoria. Arcadia andGunnysxdo I,lax. 33/34*0, 2Iin -5/«6*0
Mlddelburfi( Tvl'„ Mo*. 33/33*0, Min. -6*0and onco in Juno 1905 -9‘C
Barberton* Max. 35/36*0.
Bothal. Max. 31/33*C
Klerksdorp. I fax. above 38*C.
A glance at 3omo of tho temperatures quoted abovo 
is sufficient to show that it is not out of placc to take 
a working fi,:*uro of 85-30*0 into any calculations on ther­
mal expansion, and for insulating problems, the figure 
Of 25*0 rrr.x. and 0*0 min. shmld prove ecoeptable.
It is oxtromoly important, -'hen determining tho tern**
/poraturo *...
perature of solids, fluids or gr.so3, to ensure that 
thero is a heat balance between ths thermometer and the 
specimen under teste
The transfer of heat brings with it problems of 
hoat conductivity and heat radiation.
Th£,s means that not only the temperature of the 
thermometer and the specimen must be the seme but also 
conductivity and radiation of heat must bo mutually 
equal if a true heat balance is to bo maintained.
The exchange of heat between the thermometer and 
the speoimen under tent is influenced by the external 
heat conductivity of the thermometer. This in turn 
is affected by the size, shape, surface and the mate­
rial of which the thermometer is manufactured and also 
by heat capacity, thermal conductivity, ventilation and 
donsonoss.
The temperature shorn on any thermometer (tT) is al­
ways more or loss below the effective temporataro (te) 
of the specimen and this is Greatest vAion ita internal 
heat conductivity is very 
The inertia o.c the ths mono t or y oan be v/ritten 
thus;- n»ta,«tTr ^ ^cL being the coefficient of .J.ner.'tla of tho thermometer. 
cltrand the temperature fluctuation of the thermometer 
per minute«
te boing assumed constant then by integration:- 
t* “tr^ £ *  
tta boing tho temperature of tho thermometer at tho 
beginning.
Tho rapidity of exchange of temperature botwoer. the 
thermometer and th; eyocimen under test can be increa­
sed in three wa*/rs«
1» By enlarrjin^  the' surface of tho thormoiueter (A).
 By reducing its heat capacity (C).
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3. Bj’- incroa.xu:j it;: external heat conductivity [%) ,
After a certain period has elapsed a system which 
has boon perfectly sealed thermally is fairly well ba­
lanced in tbornodyuaaical tos-as, It is however, pos­
sible in the future that an • v^n better balance will be 
obtained by methods not. yet generally available.
In tel:ins the temperature of tha atmosphere cer­
tain groat dxf:"'ou:.tio;j arise sincc the result is in­
fluenced by direct mad ir.direct radiation as wall as 
by the colour '-na ourfaoo of the thermometer used.
Tho acLvcrae iuf lui'i'ico of the so factors can be 
offset by enclosing the thermometer in a form of cy­
linder with double- wall. Ileoently a so-called screen 
has also buc\i uu A  (Evented 70 years ago by Stevenson 
and gunorally known as thj “English Screen" or "Steven­
son. Screira" ■ v;hiGh ;:.a gr'o 1 an eliminator; all kinds of 
radiation,-
The to2.i;;o:T.turc of tho air is therefore by this 
moans redwood t' -uostion of measuring the kinotic 
,,norgy of the- air moioouLos alone*
Thor^ are various methods of mounting a t.hemomo- 
tor for the prrrpoiju of talcin? air temperatures without 
radiation* Mono of them, are absolutely exact.
If tho sere on is c::por.od to intense radiation the 
thermometer v/.Lll j.\.  higher than it should.
If v ir. r,c!x\;.,:>. ,‘„j uxponoa to intense cold the thermo- 
moter \,ill road lovre:.* -than it should.
Only in cloudy 0:1/ v;iudy v/cathor are thy figures 
givon by tho tuei'.'i’.u/aotor sufficiently accurate to be ac­
cepted as exacta
B. m s  TZMPaafeVOHE INCSSASEIS ON ONLY QNS ijlDE OF TH3 
structuro.
On account of the., more or less'insulating capaci­
ty of the ipa1;erial used and the relatively short hea­
ting period,heat is not transferred from one side of 
the structure to the other. This means \ihat o;ae side 
remains at a relatively lower temperature whilst the 
other is overheated, The sun m y  easily cause this 
effect but it is also possible to create it artificial­
ly by the close proximity of boiler rooms, cold stora­
ges etc.
In one case the temperature of an overheated con­
crete slab was taken by the writer when in Hungary.
This slab was exposed to the sun on one side and showed 
66*0 on the surface. The ambient air tsmperature was 
25*0 . nd on the reverse side of the slab the temperature 
was only 28*0, (Sod Fig.l).
The hich surface temperature was due to the heat 
absorption of the concrete. The amount of heat which 
penetrates below the surface depends on the insulating 
capacity.
Heat Energy rrHated by the sun - so called "Solar 
Constant" is given as c.a. 1,200 gr. cal. per sq. centi­
metre minute. The Solar Constant is defined as the 
amount of Solar Energy which wuld fall on 1 sq,« centi­
metre in one minute when placed at right angles to the 
rays of the sun just above the Darths surface. It is 
not strictly constant in value and there are slight va­
riations of this figure in notual practise.
All instruments for measuring the Solar Constant 
work on the same principle.
A hollow body is used with one very small opening 
which allows entry of the sun’s rays to the measuring
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instruments There are various different arrangements 
of this scheme.
One consists of a cavity with an absolutely black 
surface inside. This black surface absorbs all the 
rays which reach it through the opening. All the ab­
sorbed heat is taken up by a fluid of known specific 
heat, (See Fig.2.).
Care has to be taken to maintain a uniform increase, 
in the temperature of the fluid and this is done by con­
stantly stirring it. From the temperature of the fluid 
at the beginning of the experiment and the temperature 
at the end, as veil as from the known Constants of the 
instrument it is possible to determine the intensity of 
the radiated energy,
Another method is to use a hollow bod y with a very 
large heat capacity.
Inside this is a small plate absolutely black with 
a very small heat capacity* This plate is exposed to 
the rays of the sun. (See Fi^n 3).
The determination of the intensity of radiation 
then calculated from the temperature of the black 
plate and from the other constants of the apparatus.
The choice of a suitable opening for tho entrance of the 
rays of the sun is an important factor in this piece of 
apparatus - too bis an, opening or unsatisfactory insu­
lation will cause  of heat and so must be avoided. 
The Solar Constant has also recently been measurad 
by means of so - callcd Pyrheliometers. The earliest 
fcnown form of this instrument was dvo to Pouillet.
It consisted of a blackened s’.allow cylindrical Calori­
meter, containing water, with a thermomotor in it.
The sun’s rays arc normally allowed to fall on tho flat 
base of tho calorimeter. Knowing the thermal capacity
/of, • • t,
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of tho oalotimoter it,a contents it is possible to 
salculato tho heat received per unit oroa and poy se* 
cond.In Angstroms instrument there arc two strips of 
blackened platinum* One strip in exposM to the rays 
of the sun and the second atrip is heatv*! to exactly 
the same temperature electrically - undor thoso condi** 
tions the electrical energy dissipated by the socond 
strip is equal to that received by tho first.
As mentioned elsewhere the Solar Constant is not 
a true constant but is subject to slight fluctuations.
Its avc»aeo value for every month in tho year is
c.3 follows :-
January 2.002 &r. cal. Pv-r cm" ver min.
3’obruary 1^909 cal. per •’vj r
March 1.960 . no, 1 * "n’-r cm 6 per niru
April 1.929 gr. cal. per c ma per min.
Hay 1.899 cal. per cm? ;•« min.
June 1.837 i?r. cal. per cr? min*
July 1.QS7 »;.r. cal. per *cm- per min.
August 1.384 c^ * o p • per per min.
September 1.91s gr. cal. ;xr cm4 pur min.
October 1.933 -ji’* cal. per on* pci* rain.
November 1.930 cr. cal. per cm2 per jaJ.su 
December 2.001 3r. cal. per cm2 per rain.
Observations by the IZedxcal School, Johannesburg 
gave tho figures of l.e-". ~ 2*03 cal. per cm4 per 
minute. The no / inures agree fairly well with thoso 
obtained in Potsdam (Oeiuany) betv/oon 1307 - 1923,
Tho int ^ ruty of radiation in wealcuaofl in its 
passage tiirou,';":1. uUv Htr* ta of air surrounding thi; 
earth.
Hot only in the intensity rvtiucwd considerably but 
tho composition of tli>- radiation. als;o changea, Heat
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rays of nortain wavelengths are absorbed by vapour and 
carbonic acids. Tlic radiation is also broken up by the 
prosonco of gas molecules and dust in tho air.
Sffoctivo heat by radiation from tho sun on a flat 
surfaco placed at right angles to the direction of tho 
rays depends on
1. Tho position of tho sun. Tho nearer tho sun 
to the horizon, the thickeraach stratum of air 
through which the radiation has to pass.
2. The proportion of dust and smoko in tho air. .
3. Tho altitude of tho sito choson for the test 
above sea level.
4. The humidity " tho air.
The effective heat energy at right angles to tho 
rays of the sun has been measured in Johannesburg during 
tho winter and on tho 18th July at 1 p.m. the. value was 
found to be .4-62 gr. oal. per cm12 per minute, i.e. about 
one quarter of tho solar constant. This figure is in 
close agreoment with figures obtained in Fotsdam (Ger­
many) also in wintor whore .463 gr. cal. per cm* per 
minute was obtained with tho sun 10* over the horizon.
The higher the sun, the more intense does its ef­
fective radiation become. In S.Africa the effective 
heat energy is greater in ‘inter than in summer because 
of tho low humidity of tho air, Johanviosburg receives 
an especially intense radiation because of its altitude.
Tho actual radiation can bo measured by Photometry, 
Calorimeter Photometric Ilethods and Sun Hadiation Auto­
graphs. Iloaouronents by Photcrri'jtry Incorporate the a- 
mount of ho at absorbed together with otiisr effects, 
bringing i.u the intensity of radiation, in terms of the 
wavelength of the received rays.
Simply explained, Photometry is a moans of measuring 
the effect of radiation in the form of its 'li^ ht* value.
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Ehla * light, ‘ value is osf ton termed the ’Brightness * 
v.tiioh. depends for the greater part on the wavelength.
Li^ht itsolf occupics only a short rangv in the we,volcngth 
spectrum.
Apart from the ’Brightness’ of equal importance; 
is the Chemical action and the olcotx-ioal effect of tho 
radiation.
Both methods cf riccsuromont bring in tho Ultrc. Vio­
let Ray 3. The torus u.xd in Phot tic try such r.s can­
dles, foot r'\-?.a.'l.‘5Srt lunon, lux, etc., cannot be discus­
sed her..- for lach of spaco ■'’V'l'-: not ponn.it. An inten­
sive stud;" can be. mado hr rcfcruRc--. to ‘'H.^ idbucli der 
IIotoorolcrlsto.u Instruments* by I^n-ehi-idt, Burlin#
It is worth -vvhilo to mention the photo clcctric 
cffcct of radiation, ’-hioh will eauec e.?o<'tr'ra" to bo 
rolocsud from tho parent ..*tom r.n:V enables then to ge­
nerate sainuto electrical current on their own»
The surface of c. building is very rarely directly 
at right angles to the rayo ci‘ tho aun - on those rare 
occasions v/hon it is at right angles it in only for a 
very short period of time daily# The intensity of radia­
tion on any surface of a building is therefore subject 
to t-.ific variations. It also varies v.'ith the zona - 
with the geographical latitude and longitude - with the 
month of tho year and v/.ith the hour of the day*
Tho surface of any building riser, in temperature, / 
due to absorption of radiated heat energy,to a larger 
or smaller extent, far above r,ho ambient air temperature.
A‘ tomporaturc of 50°to 60°0 is more than sufficient to 
over heat a wr.ll or a ~oof with a low capaolty for accu­
mulating heat.
T^ sfen made at the Union Observatory have shown that 
vary high surface temperatures occur through radiatinn 
from tho sun*
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The results of tests made in 1904/5 v/ero as follow,:, •-
Colour. Surfaco Tonporaturo„
Black Sunucr up to 60#GWinter up to 43*0
Bright Svuxior up to 38° CWinter up to 21*C
Diff, Sumor up to 43*07/i.’tor up to 41* C
Dospito tho intensive winter radiation tho lavcr
surface temperature is explained by tho fact that th^re
is a much shorter period of sun radiation during the cay
and a much Greater reflection fron tho surface into the
colder surroundings.
The influence of colour on tho quo3tion is shown
by tests made in Germany by K.Schropp and J.S.CoCTiorer.%
Tho difference betv/oon the surface temperature and
tomporaturo of the surroundincs (over - temperature) i.
according to J.S. Cammorer as follows
Ilaximum Black *Colour. Over Tomperaturo In comparison
Black 54 10 <#
White and Bright 21 38#
Rod 30 5555
Yellcw 27 50£
CJroon 31 57 JS
Blue 38 70^
Bright aluminium 20 3 7#
Messrs.Sohropp and Caaraorer also dotamined the po; 
siblo maximutt. ovor-tenporaturos with surfaces placed al­
right angles to the rays of tho sun and the surroun­
dings.
The list above shows that white surfaces absorb on­
ly 40Jj of tho quantity of .heat absorbed by black surfa­
ces* White has therefore a good of feet but the o::tc:r;, 
of its oi’footivo value depends on tha quantity of srioico
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and dust ctc., which, accumulate on tho surface after r, 
oortain period of time.
There is a small influence) on tho surfs.ee tempera­
ture which is caused by tho temperature on tho opposite 
side of tho materiel and this depends on ths insulating 
capacity of tho material itself, but it is so small 
that it is not worth mentioning*
A dark surfaco absorbs about 90# of the total ra­
diated hoat which falls upon it. Tho final temperature 
is far above tho temperature which may ponetrato tho 
wall from an adjoining room. The over hoatod surfaco ro- 
radiates a certain portion of tho hoat absorbed, back in­
to tho surroundings*
Only 5-25# of ths heat absorbed actually penetrates 
into tho material but oven this is sufficient rause 
a rise of temperature in tho whole structures which may 
have serious consequences#
Surface ovor-he&ting is an important factor in the 
consideration of thermal expansion in buildings.
Surfaco tomperature depends upon;-
1. Intonsity of radiation brought about by at­
mospheric conditions.
£. Insulating Capacity of the building as a whole.
3. Heat absorption Capacity of the surface.
4. Ambient Air Temperature and air movement in 
the imodiate neighbourhood of the surfaces.
Any form of building with a low insulating capa­
city will be overheated in.no time  —  Corru­
gated iron roof. Building materials of high insulating: 
capacity can themselves be a dangor if subjected to one 
sided heating.
Loss of hoat by re-radiation into tho cool atmos­
phere at night has disadvantages because it introduces 
one sidei oooling which is equally dangerous#
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On the other hand if cooling 'Vnm of w*»T.ls aria:  
is expedited too many difficulties arise through the fact 
that heating conditions in the winter months become un­
economical. (See section on "heat accumulation11) •
LOSS OF HEAT BY NIGHTLY RADIATION.r m  " I  1 1 1 ' 1 - ' r - _llr" '  nu -r  t - i  -i n i  i n i i r r n  ■ 1 i /
Not many experts are engaged in research work devoted 
,to iloss of heat by re-radiation into the atmosphere.
This problem is more important than One would think espe­
cially in countries where bright cold nights are expe­
rienced and particularly on the high veldt vrith its dry 
continental climate with big variations between day and 
night temperatures.
'i'he walls of buildings and particularly fla± roofs 
are re-radiating heat all night into the cold and infi- 
nlteaimally large atmosphere; its temperature being theo­
retically -275*0; without receiving any direct radiation 
from the sun in exchange.
The extent of the radiation may be judged from the 
difference between early morning and noon temperatures.
In desert areas the fluctuation in daily temperature is 
as much as SO - 40°0.
Flat roofa give up more heat than walls overnight, 
re-radlation from walls is balanced by re-radiatvon 
from surrounding buildings. In the tropics it is usual 
to sleep either on or under a flat roof simply because the 
temperature is at least bearable owing to the nightly 
cooling.
Viewad from the technical angle there are many ar­
guments for and against the use cf flat roofp on the con­
tinent.
It is possible to offant the incidence of night re- 
radiation by using materials with very large heat accumu­
lating capacity or even by insulating the structure with 
similar materials,
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fVhen designing heating a• ;& liisaim&ntn it i3 nooeaaa- 
ry to calculate for a biggor m r ^ i n  of safety, in ;*itio 
due to protection from surrou&dinc buildings 10£ extra is 
advisable whilst in the opoa cointsy SO-* or norco is nocos 
sary.
The heat energy radiated into tik> atnocphero fron so 
lids can be determined by sinplo calculation once the ton 
porature equivalent or.’ the re-radiation is Icno-.vnr
The tenposature o^uiraitnt is that •iivujvrafcurr.j v;hieh 
has to roplc.cu tho universal figure of ~‘j7So0 in thu for­
mula talcir-G into account atmospheric conditions such e.r. 
tho presence of clouds &to« Taluc;.:: for this
tonporaturo have boon calculated a . 0  .. . C
tests by Dines, •dagatr'rt and Hor.^ n, s vollov;
Bright weather ; frx-. -?:.Va0 t:.
Cloudy v;oo.th'.;’:.’ ; up to+"0‘0;.
Generally stv.alcins, these ?•.:•,o '.r^ er i:\.
than in surxer on recount of th:1 low,:
Suppose the urfaer, tc.’F.;" .rv.^ uro of a roc-f
15*0 and thj temperature 'Gqi&vaS***!*- ~C3Ju trv-n the r'.dxa 
*<vn. heat energy will bo:--
E - c  \ ( ^ r  -  ( ^ I r *)4]*1/0
w  1
Whore C=Coeff ioie;il; of *r.ui&t£n:ae
and -2V3*C * tho absolute tcraparutVT-:.- (-373#S®0 to be; exact),
Absolute tonporaturo is tho absoluto noro tempcjrutuT' 
conoeivod by nianld.nd - it i.i: the pi^ .nt at vMeh Enterial 
partiolos have no notion at all„
11 » tho temperature of the flat :.'oof„ 
tj •* tho temperature equivalent*
The radiated energy is proin'rtional to thu fourth 
povror of tho absolute temperatirv.; (X,a,/ of ntufan •- 
Boltzmann).
The quantity of heat lost by radiation always incroa­
ses as tho temperature rises although tho difference be­
tween the surface temperature of tho roof and the tempera­
ture equivalent nay remain tho sane, 
ffor example 2*-I*-15 
34-2*-65
4*-3^-175 and so on.
The radiating surface being warmer during tho day than 
during tho night it stands to reason that the re-radiated 
heat energy will also be more in tho daytine than at night. 
Tho quantity of heat received from the sun is always more 
than that given back in re-radiation which is the reason 
why surfaces do not cool down, during the day.
4. HEAT AND COLD ACOmtUIATION.
Tho heat accumulation capacity of a building as alrea­
dy mentioned, plays an important part in the amount by which 
any building may be over-heated or over-cooled a3 well as 
in the economic hoating and cooling of such a building.
Thu work of heat ',nd cold accumulation in any building 
is the same as tho work done by the flywheel oi an engine. 
Tho flywheel - duo to the kinetic energy stored in it, helps 
tho engine over tho dead centre position. Heat accumu­
lation or storage of heat helps a building through tho 
period when winter hoating is being stopped,and tho in­
side hau to be leapt cold during the summer. Buildings 
with walls and roof of great heat and cold accumulation 
capacity will be cold in sunmer and pleasantly warm in 
winter. The rooms in this type of building will not 
cool down quickly after heating has been stopped.
Conversely it will take a long time to warm up the rooms_ 
in this typo of building once they have boun cooled down. 
This is a disadvantage which has to bu taken into conside­
ration whun using so-called li^ht insulating materials in 
buildings wrbh a minimum heat accumulation capacity.
—10— /£wo.>...
Two materials having the same insulating capacity 
vory often have quite different hoat accumulation capa­
cities.
Light insulating materials may ofton bo equal to hea­
vier materials as regards insulating capaoity when sub­
jected to continuous heating but they will cool down very 
nuch quicker when subjected to periodic heating.
In sunmor tho nights pass so quickly, that buildings 
with great hoat accumulation capacity aro reheated by tho 
sunshine tho following morning before they have fully 
coolcd down from tho previous day. The lost heat energy 
is then made good again by heat absorption and retained 
by heat accumulation. Tho position is reversed in winter 
when with tho long nights, sunshine falls on tho building 
for such a short period that it never S0-^  a chance to re­
cover from tho cold conditions.
Tho influence, of temperature fluctuations during -the 
day or night on different heat accumulating materials is 
not worth mentioning.
Hoat accumulation capacity of a body is defined as 
its specific hoat multiplied by its own weight. The 
rosult is multiplied by the difference between its own 
temperature and that of its surroundings.
e.g. H« S.C. ( U  - tfc )
The weights and specific heats 01 most of the impor­
tant building materials can be found in the following list
Name. Average weight Specific Heat
0 C - 100 0
Aluminium 2700 O.SS
Zino
Copper
Iron
7100 0,094
8900 0.094
7850 0.115
Oonorotii 8300 0.21
Bitumen 1000
-19- /Gypsum
Gypsum 1000 0.80
Sand 1600 0.28
Slag. 750 0.18
Brick 1600 OnDS
Olay 1900 0.23
Wooa 400 - 800 0o57
Stone 1600 - 2700 0o20 - 0-:io
Kiese.\guhr 300 - 600 0 21 - o„sr:
Tarred Cork 180 - 300 0,31 - 0,36
Water 1000 i:o 0
Ice 900 0?50
Engine Oil 900 Or40 -
Air flue gas 10 <3 O r 241
Suporheatod stem - 0.47 - OZiS
Tho hoat accumulation capacity has to be consiilooci 
from tho following view point30
1. Its influence upon, heating and cooling cona­
tions in c.i.’cTe.*? to Croats economical v.lntcr nee.-
\
tin^ F,.nrl nu^ iiei? coo la':; 3*
8. Condensation,
»
3- |with an eye +0 tlu prevention of *00 a flue
tuaticn bof/reon <3ay  ex’ t!io
whole building*
THE TRAITS .i’ZRENGB OF HS.A.T,
The temperature of a room which has been wanned ic 
higher than the surface temperature of tho surrounding 
walla* Onoo tho heating haa been stopped, assuriing that 
tho temperature outside tho vails is lower, then the room 
temperature will drop to the surface temperature o:-’ the 
walla.
f
The air and 1 surface temperature will also r^afiur.ll;- 
drop proportionately until they reach the out side tenp.j- 
raturo,when heating is started the n cuiiy procedure. cmcum; 
only it is reversed and for drop of temperature read r:‘.
of temperature in the above paragraph,
Tho surface temperature of a wall under tho influence 
of sunshine will bo higher than the temperature of the 
surrounding air - If tho temperature on one side of a 
wall is higher than on tho other, then heat will be trans- 
forod from the warmer side to tho cooler.
With no hoat accumulation materials in use, once
heating has stopped, or if a sudden drop in temperature
fi 'occurs, condensation will take place0 '
£ 11 buildings are periodically heated and cooled down*
* > *
This can be done from tho inside (as in winter) or from 
tho outside (as in su.-.’raer) * In the first instanoo a 
portion of tho hoat will bo cvccumulatod by the surroun­
ding walls, floors and roof, and tho hn lance will gra­
dually seep through to the outer atmosphere. After 
seme time a steady flow of heat will be reached, when all 
tho heat vrill seep through and no more will be accumulated.
In the, socond instance, there is a continuous supply 
of heat from outside the building. The quantity of hoat 
absorbed will depend on the insulating capacity and the 
heat accumulation of the building, assuming a constant 
surface temperature outside (see also radiation, surface 
temperature cto).
When studying economic heating and cooling problems 
throe periods have to bo considered.
The first period is tho heating of tho room and its 
surroundings *
The second period covers the room at constant tempt:- 
rabure and all superfluous I'.eat seeping through walls.
The third period is tho cooling of the j.oom, walls, 
floors and roof to the outside temperature <•
If a start is made by cooling the room (such as in 
cold storage) then the rovernc position takea placo. The 
difference is in the. socond juried when cold will bo con-
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sumod by the surroundings and all superfluous cold will 
scop through tho walls.
Tho second poriod will here’ be takon first for con­
sideration bccauso this represents stationary conditions 
in tho flow of hoat. Aftorwards the first and third 
poriods will bo discussed.
A. Stoady Flow of Hoat.
In tho ease of two rooms with temperature 
which arc soparatod by a wall with surface temperatures 
 hoat will bo transfered from tho hotter to tho 
colder room*
Tho pr.ssc&o of the hoat throu^ '. walls with parallel f: 
occurs in throo ways.
1* By convoction.
2. By conduction.
3. By radiation.
1. In heat transfer by Convention the body which carries 
tho heat also moves from one place to the other. Bocause 
there i« movement of tho inf ini t e s inr.l ly sur.ll particles 
of fluids or gases so hoat will bo transferred. Trans­
fer of heat1- by convoction is natural when tho  ody carry­
ing heat is being moved by temperature fluctuation. Next 
to a warm wall, air will ri3e Giving place to cold air 
which in turn will take hoat from the wall. Next to a 
cold wall tho air vrt.ll drop and so in its circular route, 
the air is continually taking new heat onergy from tho 
warm wall.
Convoction is termed artificial when the hoat car­
rying body is given.movement by soma outside agency such 
as a fan.
Wien heat is passing through a wall tho convection 
conditions on both sides of tho wall are of groat impor­
tance. Duo to convection it bocomus possible that] 
when passing hoat through a wall; the surface temperature
-33- /of••••••
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of the wall on the worm, sido is cooler and on tho cold 
side is warmer* than the adjoining air temperature.
(Soo fig.4).
Tho coefficient of insulation of a brick vra.ll is 
72*6# and tho resistance to convection in the most un­
favourable case only 27.4$ of tho total rcslstanoa to the 
passago of hoat. If a wall of glass is used tho cocf- i 
ficlont of insulation is only 3r&5« and tho resistance 
by convection 975®,
The lifting power vtalch sots tho air in motion in­
creases with tho temperature and also with the height or 
tho wall along which it moves (as an example take the 
lifting powor in a tali faotory ohimtxoy) • It also depends 
on tho material of v&ich the wall is built. The friction 
Is loss if walls aro smooth and under those conditions 
tho flow of air is more intonso, the loss of heat is alto 
lower becauso there is loss contact vith rough surfaces,- 
The dofinition of tho coefficient of convection it: 
that quantity of hoat expressed in kilogram - calo^ icr,
/  / . *  i
which is taleon by 1 sq. motre surface «■*. of a wall fro? ' 
its surroundings whon the tomperature difference is l°Cr 
Tho flow of heat boing taken to be steady.
Radiation is already expres3od in this definition 
Of tho coefficient of convection and its value depends 
on tho absolute temperature and tho coefficient of radia­
tion*
The formula compiled by Lorents - Nusselt rjivos 
«omo very usefully valuos, but these are based on abso­
lutely still air conditions.
whore C*the coefficient of radiation of the wall in quos-
for vertical self supporting walls 
for horizontal construction.
$  * tho temperature of Its surroundings# 
t * the temperature of its surface, 
and a* y  resistance against convection*
Those figuros do not acroe with figures obtained in 
practice. Still air is very seldom net v/ith in practise - 
The smallest notion of tho air tonds to increase 
convection and reduco its resistance to heat transfer*
In channel sootions and in openings for insulating 
purposes which aro not more than 1 - 2  c.ms, in extent 
and which aro surrounded by rough materials; friction 
increased; circulation and therefore convection, in re­
duced far below the values given by the Lorens - Eu.r elt 
formula*
It is perhaps boat therefore to sot aai<?.e- foitnru.^ r 
in dealing with this type of problem cji'l to C 
scientific tests* For thop-urpom of calculation *>i>'L'rs 
of heat and cold by convection tin. fol-lowing -approsj.ra^ i;e 
values may be used. These are the practical valuer: V— 
tained by scientific tests.
For loss of heat through external walls and fJ 
assuming the possible presence of wind, 
d>* 25 or a * 0,04,
For lntornal walls v/ith no likelihood of wind.
cl*  or a *0,14.
For horizontal construction with tho flow of heat from, 
the bottom upwards,
dL*9 or a * 0 .1 1  
In corners of walls.
<k* 5 or a* 0,20
In order to malco exact calculations, ur.pucially ' 
the temperature is very high, tho quantity of 3?eat lont 
by conduction, circulation and radiation has to bo consi­
der od as well as the coefficient of convection.
.0 • • • • e
Tho following lists will be found very usuful for tliia 
purpose.
Ooofficionts of convection bctwoon solids and air -
Radiation bolnp; nefiloctod along; vortical walls,
Velocity of the Along smo6th Along rough (,t":o;v,.h)wind M/sqo surfaces. surfaces,
0.0 4.6 EcO
0*5 7,0 7.5
1*0  9.2
2*0 llc9 12.7
3.0 14,3 15.2
4.0 17*8 13-0 
5*0 21.8 33.1
10.0 57.0 39«3
•  V »
35^0 76.0 80,7
Values (o') proportional to tho radiation - (Ccanncror':.
for a * 4.0 (oxidised ructals oxcept aluminivra.).
for a * 4.6 {building materials).
Surface tenporaturo
0-4.0
0*0
TEl'IPERAiroRS OF 
20*0
TIE A' 
40* c
0*40*4.6 0*4.0 0*4.6 0'4.0
0*0 3.2 3.7 •M - M -
20* C 3.6 4.3 4.0 4.6 ~ -
40*0 4.0 4.6 4.4 5.1 4.0 b.7
60*0 4.5 5.3 4,9 5.7 ri 3.2
80*0 5.0 5.8 5.4 6,3 5,9 g
100*0 5.5 6.3 6.0 6,9 6.5 r* n  c. 
150*0 7.0 8 .1 7.6 3.7 a. p.
300* C 8.9 10 ,2 9.5 10.9 10. n 1" 
Thug and the total rosistance 1. J.' AT!
propr.gr.tion of heat by convection,
^ *  
For oxmnplo:~
What would be the roslstanoo to the transfer of
"•SS""1 /botwoeu. • • s r
between plastered brickwork with a surface of temperature 
of 40*0 and air at a temperature of 0*C - velocity itf the
Thoro is vory llttlo resistance to tho transfor of 
hoat between running wator and saturated steam and for in­
sulating calculations they may bo neglected.
' In tho case of superheated steam - except whon con­
densation enters into the question - tho resistance is much 
more; but on account of tho velocity of tho flow of hoat 
it is still inconsiderable a3 compered with tho insulating 
oapacity. Tho resistance to tho passage of heat by con­
vection in flue gas is 25# more than tho resistance of air 
under the sane conditions.
2. In heat transfer b3r Conduction the heat passes from 
tho hotter to the colder part of the system without any 
relative movement between tho two parts. This ia there- 
foro only a question of transport of ene ’gy* Conduction 
doponda purely on tho nature of tho substance in use, in 
othor words upon its specific thermal conductivity. The 
definition of thermal oonduotlvlty is that quantity of hoat, 
oxprossod in kilogramme calorics which can be passed in 
an hour through a cross section of 1 sq. metre of a wall 
of 1 motor thickness and a temperature difference , of 
1"C between face s.
Tno fundamental formula relative to heat movement in 
a honogenoous! body is ‘..ivon by Courier as:~
wind boing S M see" 1 ?
whero Q. * tho heat transferred in kg* oal.
A * thermal conductivity
A  The cross section at right angles to the transfer, 
t  * the temperature of an infinitesiually small
particle of tho body,
 * The distance between such, two points
w the point of time for which the temperature is 
t*C.
By using this formula it is possible to determine the 
quantity of heat transferred elthei by a constant or a 
changeable flow*
The differential equation far the heat transfer is:-
 a**
being the three coordinates of the direction
in which hoat is being transferred*
In technical calculations the lateral movement of
heat may be neglected*
The formula for heat transfer in one direction 
vrill be L . C> j  « c ^ t  
3 X  l^F5
This is the case when heat is passing through walls, 
floors and roofs etc.
If the surface temperaturs on both sides of an infi­
nitely largo wall is constant then the differential equa­
tion will be rsi4
 integration thenj-
t* WX +U
This means that assumi.ig a steady flow of heat the 
drop of temperature will be directly proportional to the 
thickness of the wall* (5) (Sue fig. 5),
The value of the constants(W andU) oan be determined 
from the initial and limiting values*
Limiting values: Given the surface temperature on 
both sides of the wall*  being equal to 0*
Then t* U * t^
tvnd for
/t *••«<*
t* + t« * tft
or Wt* tj - t|
The amount of heat (dQ,) passed through the area (<3A) 
in a unit of time will now be in accordance with the funda­
mental equation of Fourier
d.Q* j-d-A f t r M
Should the wall be constructed of several layers with 
a different coefficient of conduction of heat then the 
flow of heat at right angles to the layers will be 
(See Fig,6).
by addition
d a  ( J ^ + .......-g)
or d Q « 4r / * * c i A
*
which $an be reduced to the following form.
<S*r* being the total thickness of the wall
*being the average coefficient of conduction of heat,
Arm *  g  £
The average coefficient of conduction parallel to the 
layer U  2  ^  ^  )
 <5m>
Si la Radiation the passage of heat from one body to 
another oocurs without the cooperation of the matter be- 
tween them. The heat rays are electro magnetic rays 
emitted from any solid body.
In the form of light, only a very small portion of 
the electro magnetlo rays can be observed by the human 
eye. Actually it io only those rays whose wavelengths
-38- / jui.0 # • • • f
lie between A *  0.365^, and 0.75/u,,-  being equal to 
•001 am. 
The process of heat radiation is termed !<EmisBion".
The radiation of heat is really a form of energy.
Emission always takes place at tho cost of other 
forms of energy* i.e. it creates a loss of calories or 
chemical or eleotrical energy.
The propagation of heat rays takes place at the same 
speed as the propagation of light rays, namely, 300,000 
kilometres per second. 7
V  » r  /  - * "
Heat radiation is subject to geometrical laws -just aa 
they are used in optios.
The propagation of. heat alons-a straight line can be 
subjected to reflection and refraction and the heat raj^ s 
can be focussed by means of a lens, (objective).
Mention of the radiation of heat should immediately ,*  
infer the presence of very high temperatures.
It can be proved that radiation i3 in existence all 
the time, even at very low temperatures and that it Is in­
dependent of the body carrying the heat, such as air.
It has been proved by Stefan and Boltzmann that heat ra­
diation depends to a very largo extent on the existing tem­
perature and that the energy radiated is proportional to 
the fourth power of the absolute temperature.
This law is only valid for the radiation from complete­
ly black bodies whloh absorb theoretically all the heat 
which strikes their surface.
In their proof they used a completely evacuated hol­
low cylinder with a frictionless piston fitted into it.
The bottom of the cylinder had a temperature (T) and was 
completely black. The walls of the cylinder and the pi­
ston \;ere arran^d to give complete reflection. The pi­
ston rattaining still and the temperature (T) constant, it _ 
followed that the radiation was the same in all directions,
-39- /la.......
In accordance with Boltamnnn’s kinetic theory of gas- 
sgs the pressure caused by radiation was bh© 3ame along 
each of tho coordinates of the system and in any ono di­
rection would bo p « '1/3o
With tho addition of a very little heat (dQ,) to the 
botton of the cylinder the piston began to move.
The first law of thermodynamics says that heat and 
work are equivalent. Consequently dQ,* dM + pdN.
d& being the internal and pdN the external work.
The change of Entropy  caused by a pressure of 
p* u/3and by internal work of M*u.H is.
 .  P d-t! ■ -  3T
Entropy is the thermal ability which any substance 
may have to transform its heat into mechanical energy.
The equation for th., ohange of Eutropy should bo an 
exact differential viz:
< i S - ( § 2 )Hd T + ( f ! ) T d N
YfaiOh iO .
? j t T *\ 9T/N T cLT
Differentiating the first equation in termsof N 
and the second in terms of $ the result will be.
i   <iu _ tk, \
^TDH T  d-T 5 t  T  
 a-'3'tx
(It  t
The result is the law of Stefan and Boltzmann whloh was 
determined  Stefan by practical experiment in 1879 and 
confirmed by Boltsttmnn by theoretical mathematics in 1884.
The total Radiation of an area (A) will be. 
lUAtfT 4
r=; being the coefficient of radiation.
Thia law may bo applied to other bodies having a
„30~ / smaller«.»•.
smallor coefficiont of ratH'vfcion as well but tho results aro 
only approximate.
(5 is only a very sne.13 figure i.e. 5,709 x 10* ergs 
par sq. cm per socond4 whilst tho fourth power of tho ab­
solute temperature is obviously a very large figure.
It is therefore advisable to put the above equation 
into tho following form.A *[* R * A Cf 10 { ) whore 0* <3.10®
R* *0 (-tJ-  E.
C being a new coefficient of Radiation.
E being the radiation capacity of the material.
It is known that some substances arc more and others 
less transparent tc visible rr.ys. Tho same is true in 
the case of hoat radiation.
Substances which transmit heat rays without raising 
their temperature are known as diathermies, *hose which do 
not transmit but absorb are known as adiathermics.
If two adiathermic bodies (1 & 11) are placed with 
faces parallel to each other (See Pig.7) and separated by 
a diathermic substance (for instance:- air) what is the 
amount of heat exchanged by radiation?
The backs of both the bodies are capable of total 
reflection so that any radiation which might influence 
any of the substances is kept out.
The capacities of radiation are respectively E( & E*
The coefficient of absorption are respectively 0,  
The absolute temperatures aro T,  Ta.
The coefficients of radiation per unit area aro 
The amount of heat radiated by substance No.l ls:- 
R,» CF,.  * E  (Law of Stefan & Boltzmann) 
Substance 11 will absorb an amount of E,0A  2, (1-.0,) 
will be reflected back to No.l cubatanoo*
The latter will once again absorb an amount {jiven 
by 3, (X-Og) • this & E j * (l-< 3j).< (1~ 0,) 
will bo reflootod bad: to No.11 substance.
■*31“ /Substance. • • •»
Substance No.11 will again refloat to No#l the amount 
of Et(l-04) (1~. 0,}. (1 -, 04) r.nd UFo.l will absorb*
E,, {3.“  0( (1-..0,), (l-.Oj  this.
Replacing the factor (l-.Q,). (l--^ ) by then the 
amount of heat absorbed by substance No.l from its own ra­
diation (O',) assuming a steady flow of heat, will be:**
Q,'t «E,fi-ol1o,[n-tj’ + (f4<j,,+ .........9'*3
c y < *. )
<-KT <«y‘+<ys ...... <fm - (—
a M  Q ;. 
It .is also possible to apply tho law of Kirchoff •v/tiiob- 
states that.
The ratio between thermal emission and thermal ab­
sorption is for all substances, a function of the wavelength 
(/*) and of the absolute temperature (T) this pr.tio.-is^ the same 
for a XI suibst-.nces" hr.ving an .equal’’wave length*
0| e,  ,0,C T? «* T^
and Eg*
Replacing E, & S 2 by the above values in the equation 
for Q.1,
* ,en , y .  g.T.* 0 - y )  %
The same equation can be drawn up for substnnoe No*11 
Assuming stationary conditions then substance No.l 
will receive from substance No. 11 by radiation on amount 
of heat given by
A * .  &  -
a ' T P § W ^ \
and tho total amount o' heat u>:chan;-od will be
» T,  ^-  T*1Q - Q ,  * t — r
■3 ,+ k . - y  , ■ ■-32** /Suppose.,#..
W
Suppose now that substance No,l is completely enclosed 
by a largor oubstc.noo No,11 andtthat tho two arc exchan­
ging hoat by radiation (See Pig,8).
Then assuming that both surfaces Aa & JU complete” 
ly black and that they have no angles of re-entry, then the 
hoat energy radiated by substance No,l is.
( V s - t ^ A ,
But tho radiation of substance No.11 will only strike 
a certain portion of substance No.l and it will be totally 
absorbed thoro,
SO. c H ' - S T ^ R ,  
is oallod by Mollier the rates of the two angles 
and is introduced on the following grounds,*
One elementary body in a flat surface will radiate in 
all directions in the shape, of a hemisphere. These rays 
will only strike a limited portion of any other bodypla- 
oed with its face to the elementary body (See Fig.9). V
This limited portion will form the base of a cone.
Tho ratio between the cone and tho hemisphere is called
The produot of the surface (A) of a certain body and 
the average value of the ratio of the angles ( f ) calculated 
for each surfaoe element will give tho total value of rays 
radiated towards any other body.
If the rates of tho angles of specimen No.l arc pla­
ced opposite those of specimen No,11 then it is clew? that
•f, Ai •* ^  A*
Since the smaller surface has the bigger ratio of an­
gles*
As in tho present case all the rays omitted by speci­
men No.l reaoh spoclmon No.11, therefore 'f.W , and oonso- 
qupntly
Tho total euiount of heat passed from specimen 1 to spe­
cimen ii will bo Q  * Q, ~ ca) » A , (T* - Tt j
The some definition is also valid for two bodies with
„33« /different *,«,
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different radiation capacities. A is only dependant upon 
tho form of tho radiating body and is indopondant of t*-j 
material.
Should tho valuo of (S’ bo very small, 
and G a 10*d o, » lo’(5, , ca * 10*5*,
than tho amount of hoat supplied by radiation by specimen 
No.l (constants being a , T,C,) to Bpecimon 11 (constants 
boing A 2Tz02) will bo
Ci & C* ere tho coefficient of radiation of tho two bodies 
placed face to face and C is the coefficient of radiation 
of a completely black body.
Thu value of 0 is given by Kurlbaum as 
C5* 1.28.10*’11 gram cal cm.2, sec '
O ' 4.61 Cal unit m ' 2 h** Cc)"4 *
4. Passage of heat. iVhan heat is passing through a wall 
it is necessary to take into account all three methods of> 
hoat transfer - viz. convection, conduction and radiation* 
Suppose that the surface area of a wall built frott. 
homogeneous material is A sq. metres, and tha tcmporaturo 
of tho air on either side of the wall is  and  • 
Assuming flft^thon there will be a transference of 
heat through tho wall from tho hotter to the colder sido, 
(See fig, 10),
Tho surfaco tomporaturoo of the wall being t, }  t t , 
then tho wall will toko over heat by radiation and convec­
tion from the warmer air represented by.
A (n?, ~t, )
This is tha coefficient of hoat transmission and indicator 
tho amount of In,at rootivod by a surface of 1 sq* metre 
per hour from a temporal are of 1*0 including convection
and radiation. (Uou foliu%).
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Tho same amount of heat will be transferred from tho 
hotter to tho colder side of tho wall by conduction,
Q  "* ^§-(Lr^)
whore /( is tho a thermal conductivity of the material 
(S©g folio 26}
and cf> tho thickness of the wall in metros.
On tho opposite side heat will also pass from the wall 
into tho coldor atmosphere by radiation and convection, 
and Q *  {ta -  
d boinc tho coefficient of heat trnn mission again.
By combining tho three equations
^  dL 2
 la defined as tho capacity_ for taansolesioa of heat which 
is the amount of heat per sq. metre which will pass in an 
hour under steady flow conditions through a wall 1 metre 
thick* tho temperature difference belno 1*0 on both sides,
Tho above equation indicates that by an incrcasa in 
convection and thermal conductivity or a reduction in the 
thioknoss of the- vt.11, the value- of  will increase accor­
dingly.
In order to make tho calculation of the reciprocal in 
tho above equations oanior Prof. Jacob & Dr. Holler intro­
duced into their version of the equations the heat insula­
ting coefficient j  and the ruaistancu gainst convection 
a* 4  which results in
a M - i *) _ f l M - A I 
— r f —
wh^ro R  the total resistance to heat transference or in 
other words, the insulating capacity.
In the case of a wall built up from layers of a 
different jnsulatin, capacity (viz; a concrete wall with.
-35- /surface...*
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surf act) insulation) the total insulating capacity equals 
tho sum of tho insulating capacity of tho single layers, 
and R ■= a,^ S, r, +■ 5^r, .......... ^ ^ r ^  -V- aa
If tho wall is constructed in such a way that there 
are also layers of air in between (viz: a wall of hollow 
hloclcs) it is necessary to follow the theory of Flencky and 
to work out an insulating figure equivalent to the insu-  
lating capacity of the air space. . ^
This figure must include the convection, conduction 
and radiation of the air.
 Sc
where /„ * the thermal conductivity of the air under still 
conditions.
$Ae*^ coefficient;deducted from the convoction. 
dc.C/fc - dito, deducted'from the radiation.
 in this case represents tho thickness of the air, .end
 the coefficient of the mutual radiation.
 * ic factor dependant on the. temperature.
5. Thermal conductivity.
The knowledge of the correct coefficient of thermal 
conductivity  is of great importance in thermal 
calculations.
Most building materials are more or less porous.
Thu passa^ ., of heat through porous materials brings 
under consideration four different iik/lhods of heat trans- 
i’ere nee:
1, Conduction due to tho particles being in con­
tact with each other.
2. Conduction due to the air in the pores.
3. Radiation between the walls from the pores and in 
the neighbourhood of birder pores,
4, Convection*
The insulating capacity of non-crystalline bodies 
 about; the sa-e in normal temperatures - tents show
—*30— /that...
that tho insulating capacity of a compact limostono for 
instance is .955 at 0*0 and ,938 at 100*C.
Tho insulating capacity of gold is exactly the same 
from o*C to 200*c,
Tho insulating capacity of crystalline bodies on the 
Other band (loos change with temperature. This is to be 
expectod from their structure vihioh is on the principlo 
of micro-laminations and the action of thermal expansion 
tonds to loosen the contact between the laminations,
Tho following tables give the coefficients of heat
conduction and insulation of crystals. (Taken from Euckon),
Temperature -100*C 0*C + 100'*0
A <r A tr A <r
Sodium Chloride Crystals 10.6 ,09 6,0 .17 4.2 .24
Quartz crystal (parallel
to axis). 19.0 .o05 11.7 .09 7.7 ,13
Quarts Crystal (at 90*
to axis) 10.0 .10 6.2 .16 4.8 ,31
Limostono Crystal (at 
 to axis) 5.8 .17 3,7 .37 3.1 .32
From this it is seen that tho insulating capacity of 
crystals increases with temperature. There are crystal*’ 
lino rocks also which have the same property.
Nelson .extracted, the following figures for tho coef­
ficient of heat conduction of white marble having a weight 
of 2710 kg per cubic metro,
at 50*C  ,455
100*0 *» ,490
150*0  «595
This shows that it is incorrect to believe that the 
insulating capacity of material is proportional to its
weight por unit volume*,
Tho coefficient of heat conduction of a ^uarta cry­
stal is throe timus as much as that of limstono having tho
•37- /warno....,
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saffc weight per unit volume.
The insulating capacity of tho pore 3 con not in any 
ease bo taken as haring a constant value.
It changos with tho temperature, sizo and form of tho 
pores as well as with tho humidity of the matorial.
Tho hoat energy radiated from tho warmer side of tho 
pores to tho cooler wall amounts to (see also page .34-35)
whoro C the coofficicnt of radiation - 4.5 tho valid fi­
gure for porous materials.
Tho amount of heat radiated incroasos with the tempe­
rature.
The difference in temperature of two porous walls 
placed face to face will lnoroaso with a dr ~ • tempera­
ture if tho porosity is increased.
At the same time friction between ttor. air and tho 
walls of tho pores decreases with tho result that trans­
ference of hoat by radiation and convection increases.
Tho insulating capacity of porous materials decrea­
ses hfl tho pores are enlarged.
The coefficient of thermal conductivity of air on- 
closed in pores amounts to (from Camcrer).
Averaffo temperature. _ Pi am.. of pores in ram. _
0 .1 .5 1.0 2.0 5.0
0 c .0803 .0207 .0221 .0238 .0273 .0378
100 0 .0263 .0272 ,0307 .0351 .0439 .0704
300 0 .0368 .04 .0530 .0591 .1018 .1983
500 0 .0460 .054 .0060 .1255 .205 .4435
Continuous layers of air reduce the insulating oapa-
by of tho matorial on a big scale; (hollow bricks etc)
uspecially where there is a difference of atmospheric 
pressure; between the two sides of tho wall.
Pressure causes air circulation in the hollows re­
sulting in conv-ction.
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A test in still air by Dr.Moller in Budapost on a 
given material gave tho insulating capacity as />Msl2.5. 
With a wind valocity of 10** metres it dropped to ^*4.2 
being 66# lower*
Insulating capacity is also decreased by the pres­
sure of solid particles in the material such as fibre 
in wood etc.
Since tho thermal conductivity of water is 35 times 
that of air it follows that tho thermal conductivity of 
porous materials is increased by tho presence of moisture 
which enters tho pores through capillary attraction.
A very small amount of water reduces tho insulating 
capacity ,on quite a largo scale#
Insulating figures obtained in laboratories with tho 
aid of tho Poonsgon Lamellen Sot cannot be used in prac­
tise 4
It is also wrong to increase such figures by 25# 
and to imagine that reality has been reached by doing so.
In tho first instance there is already a difference 
of 20 - 25# between the samples sent for approval and the 
material actually used in the building.
Many Manufacturers send faultless samples to bo tes­
ted r.nd take special care with the manufacture of test 
specimens. Camneror investigated tho insulation of steam 
pipes under absolutely dry conditions and found 10# - 19#
f.ud sometimes evon 25# lowor figures than those obtained
in laboratory tests.
All porous materials' absorb/ moisture from the air, 
even after the material has dried there will still be a 
small moisture content in the pores.
A woll burned brick may dry out after a certain pe­
riod if it contains no salts capablu of absorbinc water.
Theru are however many building materials which con­
tain water nbwblBB colloids, those belong to tho so-
„39- /called.....
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callod hydrophll sol (i,c concrcto, chalky sandstone. - 
sandstone mortar - punico gravel conorote c.ndvrood).
These materials vd.ll never dry out completely in the 
open air*
They can be dried out iiAja/bemperature of over a 100°C, 
but will immediately absorb moisture again in the open air* 
There is a considerable difference in the properties 
of water absorption and water retention of various buil­
ding materials.
A  well burned hard hollow brick with a low insula*- 
ting capacity may be more satisfactory in practise than a 
light pumice gravel concrete stone with a greater humidi­
ty, The same thing may apply in the use of special insu­
lating materials*
One cork slab for instance may absorb 15^ moisture 
whilst another will only absorb 55*.
Every material muat be judged separately on its me­
rits and only by carefully checking its behaviour under 
practical conditions can its true value be determined.
Messrs. Schmidt & Grossman made a series of tests 
with the object of proving the points mentioned above.
They determined the insulating capacity of a brick wall 
28 cans thick, plastered on both sides. The humidity 
varied during the tests frcm 25# to 5$,
The results obtained according to the "Torsohungsheim" 
Munchen were as follows
Heat oonduoliivlty of brickwork.
Time taken to dry.
0 Months
4,5 Months
6,4 Months
9.1 Months
13,5 Months
Humidity in volumos Sa
3,4#
1.9g
UQfi 
,5$
artificially dried
Coofficioivfe of hoat conduction,
1,2
.84
.74
.65
,6
,38
«40u
Insulating• aooffioient.
.83
1,19
1.35
1.54
1.67
3.63
/Conf orraation.
It
Confj&aetlon of thcso figures has been obtained by 
| Dr.Hoi’bauor who investigated the insulating capacity of
external and Internal walls in a building 50 years old.
Dr Hofbauer’s figures for tho Internal walls gave ft" as 
1*4 and for the external walls rr as 2,6.
It is incorrect to increase figures for insulation 
, obtained in tho laboratory by 80$ in order to obtain fi~
guros for practical work. In reality there is always 1 <• 
2# of humidity in brickwork which will reduce thr* insu­
lating capacity by as muoh as 95 - 70$.
The same thing applies in the case of concrcte. 
Poensgen & Grober found for dry concrete a thermal conduc­
tivity of 0*6 too,65.
The concrete applied to most buildings in this coun­
try is, on account of its humidity, tv/ice as good as r 
oonductcr of heat as it woulfl be in absolutely dry con­
ditions. It is therefore not an exaggeration to use 
/?»1«2 and ^*0*83 for concrete.
8« Testing insulating materials.
There are many different methods and idea3 about what 
concerns correct testing of materials and determination 
of thermal conductivity, All of them have however the 
same leading thought.
Ono sJ.de of the tost piece has to be suppliod with 
a certain amount of heat electrically generated.
Tho actual quantity of heat can be checked by mea­
suring the voltage and current intensity of the source 
of supply.
Tho surface temperatures are measured when the flow
of hoat is stationary*
The first known, method of testing is due to mussel t 
who used a spherical hollow body fillod with tho material 
under teat.
In tho centre was an olectrically heated element.
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Tho thermal conductivity was obtained by chooking 
tho amount of hoat supplied m d  measuring the temperatures 
at different points in tho material.
Grober did the same thing but uaod two plate shaped 
tosiing pieces one on top of the other, and of tho same 
thickness. A heating element of the same shape was pla­
ced liotwoon tho two pieces and tho outside cooled by run­
ning water.
Tho surface tcmporaturos wore measured by soldered 
wiras on the thermo-electric principle,
Tho only difficulty in this experiment was the la­
teral loss of hoa fro.n the platos,
Poensgon improved o.\ tho scheme by covering in tho 
sicbs with a frame of tho same material as that under 
tost.
This aovoring frame was then kept at tho samo tempe­
rature as tho material under tost. (Sou Fig, No,11),
In this way tho tost pieces are not influenced by 
isothermal curves which find a path in tho covering frame. 
The supply of heat and cooling water in this experi­
ment has to bo controlled in such a way that tho tempera­
tures romain constant (i.e. t,*C on tho warmer side and 
t*"C on tho coolor remain tho same).
The amount of hoat supplied being q, the equation for 
the oonduction of hoat becomes.
whara A tho exaot area of the tost pieces 
and  their thickness,
Tho usual method of controlling tho cooling water 
is to arrange for tho water flowing away from either sur­
face Vo have tho samo temperature, If this is done thon 
tho amount of heat passing through the two 3labs is tho
AFi(trtx)
s
same.
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Tho coefficient of thermal conductivity will bo
J * J L ~
A SflffcrtJ
Any pic.to shaped or annular subject can be tested 
in this way, and it is possible, to determine tho thermal 
conductivity at any toapcrxtut© as the tost deponds only 
on tho heat and water supply limitations*
Thera is only ono disadvantage in this and that is, 
that spocial testing piocos only can bo examined.
Actually of course tho raatorial under tost dries out 
during tho process and tho figures obtainod do not cover 
reality conditions.
The Forschungshoim f(ir Warmoschutz endeavoured to 
got closer to roality,
Tho walls between two rooms formod tho subject of 
their tests and those wall3 were actually part of thu tes­
ting equipment, Tho rooms concernud were warm and cold 
respectively and tho wall dimensions wo re 1,5 x 1*0 metres* 
Tho maximum tomporaturo normal to continental climates 
was used - namely *£0*C on ono side and Q*C on tho othor. 
Air was Icopfc at c different humidity in these rpoms du­
ring the tests in ordor to avoid drying up tho walls,
Tho writer built up tost apparatus in Holland for 
tho W.V.Botondak (Concrete Roof Ltd/ in Gorinchom which 
supplied insulating data which proved fairly useful in 
practiBO*
3?ig* JTo»12 showfci tlie complete equipment. Tests aro 
carried out onco a stationery flow of hoat has boun roachod. 
This)1 checked by moans of recording distance thfsrnxO'- 
motors which show air and surface temperatures on both 
sides of the tost piece. It is assumed that the tompo­
raturo of the room in which the test is conducted will
also ramain constant*
The first portion of the ayporimoafc is to Hetormino
the loss of he.at in tho uppor bojc which is heated by an
/electric
clcctric curront. Tho amount of hoat supplied is 
Q,,WE/hour * Cix0,86 watt.
If the temperature in the bottom to-- is kept the 
snine as it is in the upper box, the. loss of heat through 
the test piece is avoided as all the surplus heat will 
vanish through the walls of the upper box.
The amount of heat lost per hour through the walls 
of the box is also Q,,WE »<£, .36 watt.
If the temperature of the bottom box is now cooled 
down to the temperature of the roam and the upper box 
is heated again until a stationary flow of heat is rea­
ched between the two boxes, then the amount of heat sup­
plied will be Q,*WE/hour*
The amount of heat passed through the test slab is 
then Q,ViE ~ ~
and the coefficient of heat conduction is 
tfVE* A  (t( - ta)
so  QWM where t & t are the surface 
temperatures.
The same test can be carried out if heat is passing 
from the lower to the upper oomponent.
The advantage of th' ,j arrangement is, that it is 
possible to determine insulating coefficients at lower 
temperatures with no danger ( at any rate in the begin­
ning) of the material drying out quickly.
Furthermore, if the temperatures of the air are mea­
sured on bath sides it is possible to determine the coef­
ficients of heat transmission on both sides, 
slnee Q, * ck, ^  *  A 
This ooofficient of heat transmission* as already 
mentioned, consists of a factor of convection (<L‘) and 
of the factors proportional to the radiation (C) with re­
gard to a certain temperature in one of the boxes and the
area of its walls.
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A hollow block floor built into the above equipment 
gave the following results,
t,-tA “= 32*0, *:210 x 0,86 Q,VW£ - * 1025,2 Cal
» 330 x 0,86
The thickness of the floor was 0,21 metres and the 
area 1 sq. metre,
S°  103*2 X 0.21 , O.P.B
32
This figure is very low due to the fact that the 
temperature on one side had to be raised to 48*C in order 
to get a difference of 32*0 between the two sides. This 
mecnt that the floor, especially on the one side where 
the pumice gravel insulating blocks were built in, was 
dried out to a greater extent.
It is of great: Importance in making these tes£s/f£at 
the thermocouples are properly fixed to the surface of 
the test pieces. Fixing has to be done in such a way 
that the presence of the couple does not disturb the nor­
mal distribution of temperatures in the test piece it­
self.
Fig. No.15 shows the correct and incorrect methods 
of fixing.
When testing powdered raatsrial a box made of a ma­
terial such as sheet metal, the hoat conductivity of which 
is well known, is used as a container.
The dimensions and shape of the box being the some 
as those of one of the testing pieces.
The siuplest form in whioh testing apparatus can be 
made is the ''Cone of Nussolt" (See fig, No,14).
The main advantage of this apparatus in testing 
powdered material is that all the heat produced by the 
her.tor in the centre of the cone has to pews right through 
the material and no&e ia lost.
Loss of hoat can bo measured in practice in quite a 
different way - Honcky developed a primitive method which
«45** // involve d...»
involved, fixing an auxiliary slab, with a^woll?known
thormal conductivity (cork slab) against, the wall to bo
tested once tho steady flow of heat condition has been
reached, the amount of heat passed through the coyk-
sle.b (B) Is the same as that passed through the wall (A)#
The constants for the wall are and for the
auxiliary slab ^ 5 ,  (See Fig. No.15).
Then Q, * (t,-ta) 4- » (t,-t.  6 * 3 S,
t, and t3 being tho air temperature on both sides of tho
wall, andt4 the common temperature of the wall and tes-
If the temperature difference between the two surfa­
ces of the wall under test is  then the amount of hoat 
passing through the wall will be
q, , A t a -4- 6
This is a cumbersome method of testing materials as, 
on account of the possibility of wind on either yide of 
the wall, it sometimes takes days before tho stationary 
flow of heat condition is reached.
A method of checking heat flow through flat walls, 
pipes etc., has been developed by E Schaidt in Danzig 
and is called the "Heat Flow Meter". It is an improve­
ment on the scheme suggested above*
Xn his apparatus a 60 x 6 om rubber mat, 3m/m thio:.<, 
was used. Wien this is fixed against the wall undor 
tost there is a small temperature difference between 
tho two faces of tho rubber mat (ta.-tj). This tempe­
rature difference is measured with thw aid of built in 
thermocouples. Tho thormo ulectrlc tension on tho 
clamps of the heat flow meter is a muasurowont of tho 
 passod ttaouch tto wall. This hoat flow motor is
..45— /used....
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used with a Galvanometer scaled In kg cal/sq. metre per 
hour, in order to avoid complicated -alculations when 
taking readings*
A rubber frame is placed round the heat flow ipeter 
in order to avoid lateral loss of heat in tho same way* as 
was described for the Poensgen Apparat'is.
The real purpose for which Schmidt prepared this 
heat flow meter was to control loss of heat in pipes and 
in pipe insulation which involves loss of heat to the 
extent of 50 up bo some hundreds of kg cal/sq. M/hour.
The loss of heat through walls is usually much lower 
than this*
The coefficient of heat transmission of external 
brickwork 38 ems thick is 1.33 kg cal/sq. M.hour /f|C 
so that; the amount of heat lost with a difference in tem­
perature of 10*0 would be 13.3 kg cal/sc; Jl/houx. The 
heat flow meter in its original form is not sensitive 
enough to measure such a small . quantity of heat.
Hoffbauer increased the sensitivity of the appa­
ratus by using thermo e.u. ctric elements consisting of 
1000 soldered joints. Such elements consist of iron and 
constantau wire crossing over at 1000 points each o\ 
whiohi^soldered together (See ffig* No.16). When using 
copper and constantan wire* the sensitivity can be in­
creased up to 0.05*0»
In the Poensfien Apparatus the heat flowmeter itself
forms with one testing slab a complete unit, viiiCii ena- 
>Tes the mater to be properly calibrated, 
h* Cooling* Ei'aa the 'dew point of economic heating 
and cooling it is of considerable importance to find out
tho £oxlowing facts:*'
a* The amount of haai which is lost by periodical
heating.
b* ’.Che time taken to cool flown after heating has 
ceased*
.4 7- /°....r
c* Til° influence of heat accumulation
d. The time taken to warm up the system to tho 
correct temperature.
•ixperionce shows that in many oases the stationary 
state is reached# during tho heating up process.
It can be assumed thr.t cooling starts at tho moment 
hoc.ting stops and that this is the stationary state.
The quantity of heat given out <to the surroundings 
■vitiile any systou is cooling depends on the insulation 
and the heat accumulation capacity, sothese two points 
can never be neglected.
Cooling does not take place in the entire systom 
simultaneously once heating has stopped. The passage 
of heat .through a wall with a limited heat conduction and 
hsat accumulation capacity requires time.
As an example take a building whiah he.3 external 
walls only, and viiich has after a certain period already 
reached tho stationary state.
It is not necessary to consider the influenoo of 
corners of walls, windowb etc., for the present purpose. 
Oa the inside/furfaoe temperaturo of the wall is in
tho stationary state t ins#
The coefficient of heat transmission on the out3ide 
of the wall is (louts  and its value in relation to tha 
thermal conductivity, infinitely large.
The temperature on tho outside is arranged to bo 
equal to aero, then, vricn the aero point of the co-or­
dinate system is inside the wall the stationary state 
can be represented by the following equation. (See fig. No.
huat content of tho a to can therefore bo neglected,
Oncu heating has boon stopped inside, all tho heat 
which roaches tho outside must bo taken from the accumu­
lated heat in tho wall.
Heating has been stopped at the m o m e n t u p  
to this moment tho scmo amount of heat has been flowing 
through each part of the wall - after this no noro hoat 
will bo added to the air inside.
Imagine that the wall is divided into go ml layers 
1,3,3,.*, so that tho hoat given out by layer 2 passes 
into layer 3 and was in tho first instance taken from 
layer 1, (Q,^  
Layer 1 will therefore cool down by this amount 
since no more hoat is flowing to the inside surface of the 
wall tho drop in temperature which should cause transfe­
rence of hoat is et/ual to zero, and tho cooling curve will 
have a maximum value at this point (Sec Fig, ltfo.18).
She maximum drop of temperature must be always on the 
outside of the wall, and the stationary state always exists 
there for the longest period, A gradually increasing 
portion of -toe wall gradually participates in the oooling 
process.
Lastly, no portion of the will is entirely free from 
oooling, The temperature of the wall will be reduced 
continually as shewn in fig,No,19, viiere the curves have 
been drawn in accordance with the laws relating to cooling 
(St;hnidt). The speed at which the temperature will drop 
depends on the heat conductivity of the wall and on its
hoat contents*
As the flow of heat is more intense at the beginning,.
it in natural to expect that ceolinr, will also be ouicker 
then, Thla is the case in practiae but  the tempera­
ture drojfl so C.OOS tho speed of cooling,
/Curves,
Curves of temperature and flow of heat approach 
zero In an asymtoto formation,
JPifc,* No,20 shows'^ hov; fiow of heat depends on time in 
graphical form,
Tho amount of heat ;jivon out (  ^J ) by the system up 
to the time 2f is> equal to the integral
What is tho cooling curve for a wall with parallel 
faces?
Tiio equation for tiie flov/ of hoat through a v;all in 
the direction of Oi has already been mentioned (See page £6.)
-i, sli , 
a  S x  T O
Thu only solution of the equation which is ta'cen
into consideration is
°° * * .4Xt * L&+d |c.0& nr*** J( -V fu Sin rmM
The conatanta b £: c aro found from the. conditions ap­
plying to the state at the end of the proefss (at 2* 
mb the infinite series disappear).
If a system happens to be cooled down in such a way 
that no over-t^mperature is left, as ase.in&t atmospheric 
temperature, in other words, so that the two temperatures 
are both zero then the equation can be puv in the follo­
wing form.
'<*»*I 1*  A S A ' n f z  i A  . .  : Aw ^ + a ,u,«
m*i
Where the solution of Um results in a sine and cosine 
function for a straight wall.
u.*-* (cos 'Yvifc.X-f pM. sin avim |X) "
Coolin;; starts fro i the moment tho stationary state 
is reached and tho drop of temperature commences on to 
waraur side of the mil* The twnyoraturo difference be­
tween tho two fp.ee a of tho v nil being nt, a maximum at the 
bt^iAvxins it ptands to rje.son that cooling will be at its
„30~ /fastest,<
-ffr.stost in this otato* Thu elapsed timo between the sta­
tionary state and tho moment when all the parts of the wall 
participate in the cooling process i  *
Tho drop of temperature during fur tber cooling will 
be in accordance with tho equation.
t - A tt,
i*"1 , ^ presents a cosine curve which is at a tangent 
to tho bcvaight lino of the stationary state at <S. (See 
FiG.No.21).
The mar value is on tho vraxnor ?i <3e of tho wall 
at 1 * 0 .
A ^  g- are constants of three infinite series, 
p* are calculated frca the prescribed limit 
conditions for the wall or its insulation.
A is determined by the initial condition - namely 
that, at tho start of the coolinc process (2-0) tho 
equation of t has to represent a dofincd temperature dis­
tribution*
Suppofae that the hoat contents  system at tho
lino Z* and the state Au, arc required,
Then assuming thr.t tho intensity of heating currents on 
the outside of tho wall remain stationary up to the time 
Z , it is tamed!ately possible to determine Z0 from the 
difference between the heat contents at the beginning 
(Vfet) and those at the tiac Z . (Seu fig. No. Si )
As z* „ HaiJ^Sa
^st
C. bating of wallst
' The. proofs of *.■*!»* a 1 1  K
' of cooling* » * «  *  * 1:‘ — “  
a rise sad *1.0 U l « »  * « *  10 tte* “ “  ** * *  
o, s^ionar, ■**>. » « «  *
Whatever has boon said of tho cooling process Is also 
valid f or tha heating process..
Tho movement of hoat starts where tho conditions of 
a system have boon changed and the hoat will gradually 
spread over tho whole system.
Once tho whole system participates in the heating pro­
cess there is no further change in tho character of the 
heating curve* This process ia described mathematically 
on page 47. etc*
The atc.tionc.rir state is reached after an unlimited 
time represented by Z«oo,
Tho infinite series disappear at this moment and the 
temperature at this state is represented by a straight
lino.
ist * bx + C
i » ist-^fO-)
Tho way in which the stationary state is reached de­
pends on the wanner in which the heat is supyliou during 
tho heating period* and from the conditions of the supply 
of heat the constants ana p* aro determined.
An approximate method of calculating the cooling of 
a system from the stationary state and tha huatlng UP of a 
syston rron tho stationary statu of heat flow has boon
vorlced only by Br.W.Ssser*
Tho primary fact, on which lie nothod Is basod, Is
that tho notion of Hoat starts only at tho point whoru
temperature conditions change*
Tho hoat only spreads oiror tho intlrc syston after 
* cortain ported Dr.Sssor consider* that thoro Is a «r- 
toiu  t o  hoforo this. separating ono aroa in 
,hlch hoat has alroady spread and another aroa which has 
ll0t .ot so* of footed hr tho flow of hoat («*  ».»).
"iho curves which ropr-sont th» attribution of tempe­
rature In str,.iSht « U »  »oforo the stationary state has
-n /been,•»•
v;
been reached are oino and cosine curves* cis already moa- 
tioned. (In tlio case of pipes they nro Bessel curves).
At tho dividing lino those curvcs are at a tangent 
to tho straight lino indicaving the stationary state*
V/hon tho movement of temperature roaches tho cooler 
sido of the system (in this case a  it will bo re­
presented by a cosine curve at a tangent to tho straight 
v. line representing the stationary state at . This
curve does not change its character again during further 
cooling* The state known as a free movement cf hoat has 
boon reached. The rapidity with which cooling takes 
'■ place beyond this point depends only on tho flow of heat 
and tho heat contents of the system*
At the beginning of this state the flow of heat is re­
presented by 0,31 and tho heat contents of the system by
Wc,Dr.Eraser has introduced at this point a coefficient 
which when multiplied by, Wst results in (Wo* (p.Wst)c
The time required to reach this estate is
With the location of i|) and the values of the stevtlcna1 
ry state known; the whole heating and cooling system may
bo dotermined.
c has certain geometrical proportions but is matho-ortions but is matho-
matically determined*
THO raluos arc si-rcn in tho 2nd part of tho. handbook 
on by Dr.W.iSsoor and nr.C.KlrsoSor (Gorman).
Tho siinplifiol theory fliron aboTo can also bo onlargod • 
lonparod vdth tost.rosults **> pr00tl8Q ”y ji'
I reference to this book*
and compared with
’normal calculations In connection with bull- 
tula for the stationary flow of heat can be 
■ty, It Is not intended W o ,  to discuss the 
viblcms of heat transfer tW-r changing in-
For all thermal < 
dings the formula for 
used with safety, it : 
co: m iicated i>roblems 
tciiaity of heat flow*
u:
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All calculations for cooling Mid heating of walls 
are complicated mathematical problems as they are based 
on tho investigation of conditions in infinitely larpo 
walls. In practise these calculations do not give much 
satisfaction. Despite this the theoretical and experimen­
tal results have to be composed in order to orplain the dif­
ference between the hoat content of walls with and without 
lateral loss of heat.
A wall with a aurfaoo of 10 sq. metros and 30 cm thick 
nay have a cross section of 4 aq. metres in 'which lateral 
losa of heat can occur. The position of the wall 13 also 
of ,;reat importance in cooling probl^ras. Cooling the ex­
ternal wall of a multi-storey building is slower because 
neighbouring rooms prevent the loos of lateral heat.
Cooling the walls of a -arnor room will of course be qui­
cker, In small houses where each roon has at least two 
or three external walls coding is very uneconomical.
The follov/inc reasons explain why this is so. Firstly 
tho siss*. and number of windows (K < 6.0 - 8.0 for capa- 
clty of lu,r„t conduction for glass in steel window frame).
Secondly the, heat accumulation of tho walls, furniture 
and internal walls. Thirdly tho system of heating and 
fourthly tho to“r.?or>vuure of adjacent rooms.
J.S.Commor^ &  toata in vfalch h* used brick and 
c'.ali-.y or.ndston,. SI cm thick, found that in 8 hours the 
difference botv/c,n inside and outside surface temperatures
i * tin.* What is ^he position of tho tempera- _ was reduced *7 VO1,;. 1 y
' Vir’iinri a wpII  which is bwing cooled, turo of a room situated benind a wa^x
Durtnc t o  » « w W  *  *  * •  * * “  * * * "
r, tur, 1= W  0-0 « *  &  S’OT0'm "
« n ,;  wOX» {<.«*«»= *mo** «  be to-., in-
o  ^ licin con nod i ci!l3?j side WO-C]. M oo.m a... hoc-.Un., .
. +.,lin cruelty v;orth muntioning, 
fcorJog a® ^ :cvmlr.U0>i « * « .
Vi ill cool clown
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t,6C ,’i ; , n e e  will soon disappear.
/ oce.*« •« .
(See flg»No,23) * As shcvm in tho diagram tho tcmporaturo 
of tho room will drop in a fuw minutes to that of tho sur­
rounding walls| and this will also drop as already discus- 
sod* Tho drop in surface tompcraturo on tho inside of "tho 
wall was in this particular ease 7*c in 8 hours. Those 
tests woro oarriod o^t with electric heaters having no ap- 
prociablo hoat accumulation oapacity. If stoves possessing 
a varying amount of hoat accumulation capaoity had boon 
U*od, tho tonp ordure of both tho roan and its surroundings 
would have boon considerably higher after 8 hours*
In tho caso of S.Afrlcan buildings tho aceoptod thick- 1 
ness of walls is 25 on (9M) and the use of an adjustablo 
haatcr with variable heat accumulation capacity is to bo 
i'ocomn.ondod»
Housos built of so called light bulldln-, materials 
warn up in a very short period and ovon slow heating stovo? 
with groat heat accumulation oapaclty will not effect this*. . 
Whon hoating is stopped however thoy will of course cool 
down vory quickly» and for this reason it is advisable to 
use stovos with a vory high hoat accumulation capacity*
Pig, Mo^24 shown tho hoating periods required by walls 
built p A  difforont materials with tho same insulatin* ca­
pacity but difforont heat accumulation capacity* Tho bo 
tosta woro made by Schmidt in Germany* Tho importance i 
of protooting buildings from over hoating cannot bo ovor 
emphasised* As already mentioned, the surface of a wall 
or roof exposed to tho sun can reach an over temperature 
of 50-- 60*0 approx* The hl<*h tnmporaturo penetrates the 
material and makos the house inside unbearable.
Tho highest temperatures w *  usually reached in tho 
afternoon especially in houses built of materials with loir 
hoat _ accumulation capacity and having largo unprotected win­
dows, .
Inside houses with a groat heat accumulation capaci­
ty however this estates is only roachod during tho ni^ht as­
suming there is no ventilation in the house, Houses can 
bo protected from over heating either by moans of a vontila- 
tud loft ovor tho house, or by nightly ventilation of tho 
rooms or by windows protected with blinds, or >y inside 
insulation with materials having a large hoat accumulation 
Gapacityn About D0£> of tho rays of tlx; sun radiated through 
glass windows are retained inside the house and act as a 
heater,
6. COm-miTION.
Tho insulating capacity of any material is influenced 
to a very larfje extent by its hygroscopic qualities. Ab­
solutely dry material can only bo found in the laboratory 
an under normal testing processes most materials lose 
whatever moisture they originally pooaeaaod.
The insulating capacity of a 7/all is often roduced 
by a half or even more duo to tho absorption of moisture.
Walls can bo become permanently humid in various ways
1, H y g r o s c o p ic , absorption of moisture from the atmosphere-,
2, Heavy showers on tho outside surfaces.
3. Moistvi retained from the construction period.
4. Moisture permeating into tliom from the ground,
5„ Condensation cm ■' ,<:■ inside surfaces.
Hygroscopic absorption of moisture roprsoonta as a 
rule the minimum source from which insulatir 5 capacity is 
effected. The quantity of moisture absorbeu .oponda on 
the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere and on the treat­
ment of the surface tho material.
Hrorosc.ipic moisture content is roughly 3# of the
„ . , 0 f.r,j of the volume in brick, volume in concrete and o .(J/» u
TlB.-io " «er.ta « w r i »  «mt t*» »o-oalloa hyaro-
p M lu ^  (noucra. , conont, etc.) absorb « * >  moisturo
/from,. . . .  *
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from tho atmosphoro than bricks which are more porous*
Tho quantity of water which ponotrates Into tho aa* 
torlal during heavy showers ia dopendant on tho porous na­
ture of tho matorial ana on tho troatmont of Its surface.
A surfaoo which is completely waterproof is however 
not a solution to -tJiis problem and oannot bo reooraraended 
boeause, whilst it prevents tho ontry of water it also 
pro vents tho material from drying out inside*
Quito useful protection against hoavy showers can bo 
obtainod from slates, tilos and waterproof layers with ope­
nings which allow evaporation to take place inside.
A matorial which is very porous naturally absorbs more 
rain water but on tho other hand it drios out much noro 
quickly.
Buildings constructed wi1®! concreto or built in a si" 
milar manner tend to retain more moisture from tho period 
of construction than those built from stono or bricks.
They aro in consequence loss favourablo from tho point of
view of insulation.
Hollow blocks, especially in ti\& case of materials hal­
ving largo holes inside dr^out quicker.
In gonoral it may bo said that most walls, floors, etc., 
lose their moisture within one year and only in the case of 
very hoavy walls is this period excoudod.
Materials of a hollow nature with large holes such as 
pumioe gravel conoroto otc., tiro bettor than oloscd materials 
whoa It is a 4uostlon of probation of absurptlon of mois­
ture from tho ground, Ia any caso today this 4uofltlon is 
Of llttlo Import as »  *• «&r  In tho caso of Improperly 
insulated foundations that any moisturo oan find Its way
into tho suporstruoturo.
Of much greater important is condonsation on the
thn origin of which is olosely insido surfacos of walls* tho orisi»
connootod with insulating problems.
jSfr /itoP..........
' W  '
Damp walls arc obviously impracticable on tho grounds 
of ill  health.
Paintings - wall paper - furniture and clothes all 
suffor if. condensation takes place.
In factories and stores ospocially in textile indus­
tries provision stores, grain silos, salt magazines, cold 
storage pToraisos etc., condensation can cause a tromondous 
amount of damage.
In tho air water vapour is always present in either a 
smaller or greater dogree. Tho actual content is constant­
ly changing but it never oxceeds a certain maximum value.
Tho maximum value depends on tho temperature and is 
oallod tho absolute humidity of the air.
It is exprossod in grnmcs of water vapour per cubic 
metro of air.
If tho tompcraturo falls to 3uch an extent that tho 
air or>n no longor retain its water vapour content, then 
the vapour condenses and forms into drops of water*
An evory day illustration of this characteristic can 
bo seen when the air is cooled down in tho neighbourhood 
of a glass o'* cold water and drops of moisture in the form 
of a mist a: = formed outside the glass*
/ 1 higher 1 -aperaturas air can absorb more water.
Th ratio of tho absolute humidity to the maximum
posni to wa or vapour oeu4-< 
ration a-1 tho sane tempera*.m
w: ■<.or conditions of satu- 
called the relative hu-
mi * tty
Ac - .i uxamplet-
1 C.bic Mutre of f.ir «• t atuosphoio pressesoure
and * t^o ra b u v . of 20*0 w in  
(?ramof v/at'-r vaix ur*
Tf i ' is
ou'11.■ iIn a maximum of 17,3
13/17*3 x 100 » 75#
Dow point occurs at the tenperoture at which air is 
saturated with, water vapour, and so a nininun. drop in ton** 
pcraturc will cause condensation to begin* Tho higher 
the relative huuidity, and the closer to tho saturation 
point of air, the loss cooling is required to create con­
densation. In the following table, figures are given 
for the maxinuri hunidity of the air at various temperatur , 
and for dew points at temperatures whioh occur frequently 
in practise.
W&tar Vapour, Content and Dew Po f^it of tEio Atnosff&irc..
Tenpe- 'Water va?* Relative hunidity. 
raturo. pour con-* _______________,________ _ _______________ _
Jont in 
grams e 
por <>ubi* 
notyo*
40 50 60 
Dev; poi
70 80 90
nt in 0.
-5 3.27 -15.8 -13.2 -11.2 -9.4 -7.7 -6.3
0 4.84 -11.3 - 8.7 - 7.5 >-4.6 -2.9 -1.4
2 5.5* - 9.7 - 7.0 - 4.8 -2.8 -1.0 -0.5
4 6.36 - 8.1 + 5.3 - 3,1 -1.1 0.8 2.5
6 7,26 - 6.5 - 3.7 - 1,3 0.7 2.7 4,4
8 8.27 » 4*9 - 2.1 - 0.4 2.6 4.6 6,4
10 9.40 - 3.3 - 0.4 2.2 4.5 6.5 8.3
15 12.82 0.8 4.0 7.4 9.3 11.4 13.2
20 17.39 5.3 8.5 11.5 14.0 16.2 18.1
25 23.10 9.7 13.1 16.2 18.8 21.1 23.1
30 30.40 14.1 17.7 20,9 23.5
25.9 28.0
35 39.40 18.5 22.3 25.4 28.2
30. B 33,0
40 50,70 22.8 3#,8 30.1
33.0
*
35.6i 37,9
45 64.50 3-3*8 31,4
34,8 37,7 40.4 42.9
50 83.30 31.6
36.0 39,5 42.5 45.3 47.8
The tabl'J above ShOV/B !mite o:levsiy that a very sraall
drop in tenpcraturo
can aftuse condensation ab the higher torn-
Vfilabivo humidities. > perr.turos and greater x
if .n  / As #  •  •  •-59- '
As a further example
Supposa air is present with a relative humidity of 80# 
at a teapereturo of 85° G, A drop of only 3,9*0 will cause 
condensation.
As n General rule, the relative humidity of the air lius 
between 60 and SO# and the drop in daily temperature 6 to 10* C 
particularly in the early stumor.
When this condition is prevalent* condensation cotnmen** 
ces on the outside of buildings, and is absorbed through the 
pores of the building material (plaster, bricks etc) to be 
evaporated aGain later,
This is the reason why condensation on the outside of 
buildings i3 rarely noticeable.
Changes in t;he percentage of moisture present causes 
corrosion of building materials such as plaster paint etc# 
Building materials which are practically non-porous such as 
Basalt, smooth concrete, glazed tiles etc,, are unable to 
absorb moisture and so when condensation occurs they become 
wet.
Condensation will oocur inside a building on surroun­
ding walls, floors and roofs, if their rospoctivQ temporr.- 
tures happen to be lower than the point of the air inside
the building*
Example; Is it necessary in S,Africa to trice precau­
tionary measures aG"inst condensation if a house is built 
of 38 cm wall thickness constructed from bricks and plaste­
red on both aides? Assume the outside temperature to be 
±0«C and the inside temperature S5*C (a warmed room in winter)
with a strong ivind blowing outside,
Tho temperature difference between the Inside and out­
side of tho house ie 25*C.
A mlnst heat conduction will be The total resistance a^nmau
Convection outside » 0,04
Brickwork ,38x1,35 s ° * 38
/Convection,.
Convection inside * 0.14
R *  0 . 5 6
The drop of temperature on the Inside of the walls will
be:-
^  *  olid * ^  *  6* 2 V C
The surface temperature of the inside of the wills will 
be:- tg»+25 - 6,25 * 18.75'C
For 60# relative humidity the -lew point is only 11,5 C 
so no condensation is likely to occur inside the building. 
Outside At, .  i04 x 25 »  1.8*0
75$ •
The surface temeprature is 0 + 1.8*0 < 11.5«C
There will therefore be cu densation outside the buil­
ding which is absorbed by the plaster or good bricks.
(These insulating figures and coefficients are taken from y 
Dr.Moller - Osiszar, on 'Isolatie* published in the Nether­
lands).
A very slight movement of the air is sufficient to raise 
the our face temperature on the warm side by 1*0 or drop it 
on the coPi side by 1*C.
In tho samo way one will obsurve th-.t a 4;/ '  (12cm) brick­
work is sufficient under South African conditions to provent
condensation insidu tho building.
As the motion of the air accelerates the evaporation 
of any moisture foimed by condensation, it is possible by 
air circulation and or ventilation to prevent condensation
up to a certain limit.
The surface temperature of a wall depends on its total 
insulating capacity as well as on the ratio of the inside 
convection to the total insulating capacity.
Convection Inside the building can be taken as fairly 
constant. Hencky has provided a formula for the calcula­
tion of maximum heat conduction capacity (k) without the
occurrence of condensation,
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Phe mount of h^ ;t passing through. 1 sq. metre per hear
d ,  ( ^ - t ,) * k (lf-4) 
and k * <jl,
where t ( is the dew point of the air, at a temperature of ^
and relative humidity ft,.
irv.luos for k have been worked out by Dr.IIoller - Csissar
and are as follows •
Relati-ve hunidity k.Capacity for heat conduction
cal/sq. a/h/"C .
Outside temp. -10*0 Outside terrp. 0»C
Inside temp. +20*0 Inside temp. +20*0
90 fa 0.350 0,525
80# 0.746 1.12
70# 1.4 2.1
60# 1*93 2.9
50% 8*64 3.95
4Qfr 3. 06
1
4.56
3".ample s -
What is permissable minimum thickness for brickwork, 
both aides of which are plastered and where fo0»75 with no 
condensation present yp.t on the outside? I"3ide temperature 
+ 23°C. Outside 0-0; dew_point 16,*? at 60tf relative humidity.
A .  ? I  25-16.S _  2.5 « A,, fc 
"  ' *--g5T~ '<-/€$
' /  . cf {
6 *0.165 10 *16*5  CU
For the above typical S.African conditions a minimum 
thickness of brickwork of 16.5 cm, («*” ) ±» required to avoid
innido condensation*
If minimal insulation lo to bo allied  to m U  condensa­
tion thim *  for internal m U »  '«  » * < *  ”oth niaes 
3toV,a alioul'l be 3 .3  for S.African conation.-, in normal oa-
,0= r e t i r e  * m !M V  ™' « »  ^  w lw ! b“ tB'i" a 40 “ * " * *
" CB_ / T t o „ . . .
Tho average humidity of tho air in Johannesburg was,.'
for the past 16 2rears, according to the records of the
. t
Union Observatory as follows
Month* Hmi&itv Month Humidity,
January 71$ July 46$
February 73$ August 45$
liar eh 71$ Sc? tember 46$
April ei$ October 54$
May 55$ November 62$
June 50$ December 68$
The l-.umidity of the air is much higher in buildings which 
have not clried out properly, in rooms crowded with people, 
in kitchens, bathrooms and winter gardens*
In some textile industries it is necessary for the air 
to have a constant humidity of 80 - 8555,
In these instances condensation is avoided by the ap­
plication of adequate insulation.
Water conduits, cold water tanks and refrigerating 
chambers all have to be insulated in order to avoid conden­
sation. When the humidity of the air is even higher than 
this it is not possible to find adequate insulation and in • 
such'instances it is necessary to resort to air circulation 
and ventilation* A very t$oo$. but nevertheless expensive 
solution of the problem is the construction of double floors, 
with warm air circulating between them*
So called panel heating which is built into ceiling 
and walls represents another adequate protection against 
condensation. In order to ewer all tho possible oouson
of condensation it I .  M W W .  *> W *  <■*>
of the air an-1 fe> maam>re its humidity and dew point.
Tho mothos of taM.nf-.tho to»t;,oratu,-o has already lu^n
referred to on page 5 etc.
0n„ of the siBPl^t ways in viiioh the humidity of tho
„„ mn»,urod is to pass air through a tube which isair can bo raeasuioa x .j j.
„QJ5.. /f  ilxnd •«•<**
filled with a hygroscopic substance# The volume of the 
air passed i3 then measured. The hygroscopic substance 
can be either calcium chloride or concentrated Sulphuric 
Acid. The tube has to be accurately weighed in l/100th 
partr of a gramme before and after pasoin^ the air.
After the experiment, the quantity of air passed is known, 
and thf difference in volume (weight of moisture absorbed) 
is f4lso known,so the humidity can be expressed as a percen­
tage.
Another primitive method is to measure tho pressure 
of the air in a closed vessel before and after the absorp­
tion of moisture by a hygroscopic substance placed in it.
The modern method of measuring tho humidity of air 
gives direct readings in and the instrument used is known
aa a hygrometer,
V/fjt and dry bulb hygrometers consist of two thermometers 
both cf which are identical. The bulb of one of these 
thermometers is wrapped in a damp clotb. The water eva­
porates from this cloth and the bulb cools down with­
drawing heat from the thermometer. The greater the satura­
tion of the air, tho loss evaporation and consequently, 
the less the cooling. Cfco difference in the readings of 
tho two thermometers gives the absolute humidity. There 
is one dirfie-lty in this mothod of measurement and that 
is that tho air in the immediate ncichbourhood of the wet 
bulb soon becomes saturated because of the evaporation.
Tho result 3.a therefore a very hifih absolute humidity.
In order to prevent this happening, tho air near,the hy­
grometer is in a continuous otat* of motion.
wo mr>loy r< a strut died humanAnother tvy;, of. hysroi.-wter uu.im.vj -
ryom orcasu, Thu hair blames lonGor
hair entirely i-i- -;i 
in mo.lnt air.
0 . ,,n(3. of thu hair io fixed and th- other
,, ooiiitor which mover- aa the hair extends r*a i« wound roaiiu a pi/iui.*
noalo virlch the pointer moves in oeUtottitod
, ,  /omp irl ce .lly  * .  * *
empirically and indicates tho absolute humidity of tho air
in Tho principle of tho dew point hygrometer is that
ono part of the_instrument is cooled down until moisture
(condenses on it* end tho temperature is then measured*
iThis is of course tho dew point so that temperature taken 
a/is direct measurement.
7. THERMAL EXPANSION*
It is well known that when a solid body is heated, 
tho resulting increase of volume takes place in all direc­
tions simultaneously.
The so-oallod isotropio bodies expand in the same ratio 
in all directions; whilst crystalino structures often 
expand in ono direction more than another.
Isotropic bodies however will only be considered in 
this case,
■ Making allowanco for the fact that all buildings and 
structural orections consist of oblong or red shapod bo­
dies;, such as beams, slabs, columns etc: it is proposed 
to cloal only with expansion in one direction, namely linear
expansion^
The doffinitlon of the coefficient of linear expansion 
(p») of a solid body is talcen to bo the ratio of its increase 
in length per doGreo_{Centigrade)rise in temperature, to
IcnGtB at 0-0 "too  1 ir tho iM tf* <* the *
at 0*C .
A rod of length 1 will therefore expand by nn amount 
of » for 1*0 rise in temperature or »J ^ t ' for a rise
to taC.
expand to .St at tvC«
t;0 d o  terrene tho dermal expansion of con 
have been made in various countries.
Tho "Koniglichc Ilaterialprufungsamt zu Berlin Lichtor- 
vcldu - West'* (Gonaany) carriod out some very accurate tests 
on. a eoncrcto prism in air and in water ana in both.
During tho tostc the prism was heated whilst in air and ‘ 
water and also coolod to below freezing point in both instan­
ces. A_continual chock being kept on expansion and con­
traction.
The following facts emerged from tho tests.
1 . No change of dimensions worth mentioning were no­
ticed 24 hours aftor the shuttering had been re­
moved.
2. Whilst tho hordenins vjels taking place under wa­
ter tho concroto expanded, but whilst hardening 
in the opon air the concroto contracted.
During tho first fov; days of tho hardening pro­
cess under water it was nociced that the expansion 
was somewhat greater than tho_contraction noticed 
under the open air conditions*
Aftor six months hovfevor there was no notiooble change
in the dimensions*
The contraction during herdoning in the opon air had 
therefore been influenced by the temperature and humidity 
of tho surroundine air and also by the moti of the air
over tho surface of the concroto.
3. Aftoi1 hardening in the open .ir thu specimen 
under tost was immersed in water and it was noticed 
that; it once again expanded to its original length 
as measured at the time of ruauval of tho shut­
tering.
It was found however that the older the_concrete 
the quicker th-- time reouired tu expand.
On the other hand th- specimen had boon hardened 
in vabur wan now exposed to the open air and in 
iho course of the contraction v/hich took i-lo.ee
it was found that tho froshor the concrete tho quicker the 
contraction, Horc again contraction ceased as soon as the 
original dimensions were reached and in no caso did it 
continue to tho dimensions roachod by the specimen first 
hardonod in tho open air,
4 , Expansion duo to hoat and contract, on through
cold conditions in&ro&so with the ago of concrcto*. 
Both arc influenced by tho humidity of tho concrete 
and by delay or anticipation of tho hardening 
proooS3 caused by warning or cooling* Rosul<|fjg^’- 
from tho numerous tests the assumption was mado 
that tho coefficient of thermal expansion is 
fairly proportional to tomperatui’o rise,
Tho aooeptod figure for the coefficient of linoar 
thermal expansion of concrete vto#thar the hardened 
in air or under wates? has been (.ivcn as (b* ,00001* 
This moans that tho increase in length of a 
1 metro concrete rod will be ,00001 metres per 
degree contlgrado, •
It  has boon stated in Holland that for concrete the f i ­
gure should be *0000095 under the condition of three days* 
patting under vrater bM  28 days in tho open air.
During tho period however the. spcclsicn was heated from 
15*C to 42*C In tho air and taking proportional expansion 
Into aocount tho above was an average value.
According to tests made by tho CJcnwm Camwrer the coof- 
ficiont of thermal expansion of ro«lnforoins stool should 
to taken as ,0000094 the expansion also baing proportional
to temperature increase* • •
Theso figures hold eood for normal torai'nratns?os, l.o .
not in access of 75*0 or bolov/ -*30*0,
. , ,  j-v,,, fi'uros fox' a tool and concr^twIn practice, as elu>
v. oamr it 1.0 Sf?.fo tO talCu fijjUTtt ^f aiv nraetloally t.ho sa»&, it J.
0,00001 «  » 0 - ‘  for m u O M M  to mutortra.
and heroin lies the secret of thv> continued use of. stc^l 
as c. reinforcing factor in all forms of concrete construc­
tions.
As already montionod, there arc two eases for aonsi- 
deration ;
1* Uniform and simultaneous increase in temperature 
throughout tho ontirc building.
8* One sided heating or oooling of a building.
1. Tho calculation of thermal expansion due to simulta­
neous and uniform inorease of temperature throughout the 
whole structure is the most fimple and the most customary.
Jinny structural Engineers aro satisfied with a check 
on stresses causod by thermal expansion under maximum and 
minimum temperature conditions only. This is Quite sa­
tisfactory if there is no danger of ovor heating tho sur­
face from sun effects. This method of calculation however 
is restricted to figures covering temperatures at tho ex­
tremes of winter ~nd summer conditions.
The expansion and contraction figures for winter and 
suiumor aro however far more  ^ important, especially in tho 
case of very large buildings*
Taking into account a maximum possible temperature 
difference of 30*C tho change in length of a building with 
a 50 metre fmutage would be .
l M  * 50 x ‘00-°01 x 30 * 0,015 motrcs or 1,5 om & ' '1
An expansion ov contraction of 1 cm is nuitu auffi- 
oiont to break a column .’ imly connected to a 50 metru 
burnt or slab j or ovon to move a brick pillar fron it . Place
supporting such a bo**.
, v.n-^thill structural steul v/orl: night "beTho change of u.
a* ruch an »0Si .o « » t it * • « * »  * * * * " « ~  *“ *
vide i'rojvr IE
„ , a ,x'i.,v(..ritnd it iVv’.f; rise 1.0 street.Mi;n dul ornati'-'A is ,-aov*..*
nM.. cftii uoactlEieo be excoa^ively high in the sv-ucturo. Tl^s- ^
. . g o *  /Expansion* •  > •  •
Expansion ana contraction cive rise in horizontal 
slab a and boms to compression or tensile strcsG.es.
The method of calculating these stresses is as follows*- 
A prismatic xod is fixed in such a manner that both 
v.nds are immovable* (See Fig.No.25).
Thu length between the two <;nds B ft G at a i^vc-n tempera- 
turo is L metres*
The change of length after the temperature has.becomo
t"C » ± Lf»t.
This alteration in loi^th causoa either compression 
or tensile stresses to be sot up acting freely all along 
the longitudinal axis of the rod*
From static engineering principles it is already known 
that the specific change of length of a bar influenced by 
normal stresses is Z 9j
and the total expansion ( \ ) ot a longth L will be
The comr ssion or tensile stress per unit of crossl1ho comr
section will then bo^}* P ^ » E(b"t» ^
sufficient to raisa th . stresses in a steal130*0 is V**® s u f f i c e  w  - 
structure by o.cu 505»#
Although all calculation on structures axe made with
duo record far certain safety factors and icfj stress.'?, laid 
down by lav/ it is obvious that stresses such as tho s.. on- 
phacisod above, cannot be neglected unless the Ac sign, of tlau 
building is such that freedom of aovenont can bu. obtained 
without danger to stability.
I f  there iti no free don of novenent then horizontal 
forces sot up in horizontal portions of the strueturo will 
xosolve the:;:iselves co~a3cially and vdll. sot up transverse _ 
i* or cos in tho latitudinal a: Is  of the supper ting oolumns.
This will cause an addition to tho bondine monont 
of tho supports iMid an eccentric pressure o i tho foundo.- 
tions and bearing soil v&ll bo tho result * 
ft.'1' if  the expansion or contraction of the horizontal 
portions of the structure f * Lf»t then the vertical portions 
of the structure (Sec 3Fig,Ho»£6) will suffer xroci the 
influence of the force P and an elastic deformation vritl
» » »
V
or P * i  3E1 T 7 T
‘Where t « the free length of the vortical structure
<  and if 6 * the expansion or contraction of tho horizontal
structure v/hioh in turn is equal to the displr.oenent of tho 
point 0 under tho influence of tho force p.
■f * I.fit » L buin ;^ th0 lorGth of tllCi horizontal
V M
structure.
and y _ I'fttgjSl K)* P i  n
Bcm S consxstMS of « * *  “ “ TCry 3ula0"1
not * •  ta *> !*«*«> « . « * * * *  * « . * » * » . .  * “
13 in ti,, rum  of a . m ,  * » * >  ■ » * .  * * "
(M  colurms « „  ?U  Joino4 to a .tiff « * e  « * .  - * • 
r.oliil Joints vaiio!'. 8» t0 UP 1* “ **“ * * " * '
,c „ 0 . * * * * . ,  *  « “  ^ lnts * * ■ *
■ ^  — *• ° r • * * *  i:iportai'°°
in til
work of 
b^oi'W
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aro set up o.o wol 1 as conprossive and tunsilo stress*,.: by 
expansion e..r contraction,.
Tlic expansion is reduced 'ay coluixas fixed tightly to 
booms aid •i;Hc.ro'j?oro offer'': ■ resistance, Sr.ch ono takes 
up r. certain bond ins uorioiTC. E (horizontal) and V (vorti­
cal ) in tho foria of a force acting on. the top of each co- 
lium at tho point r.4w r c  it ia fixed.- To s i n r l i f y  thu  
cc.go tr.l-:e c.n o^ ni/vplo of tho top of p. frr.no structure with 
tho distance bwtv/cn colunns tho srjio, This is usually the 
CC.SO in a w e l l  di.si^nod structure \rhore the differ^ncu 
rarely accoods 10 - 15/i, Th„ inside structure does riot 
clianee i t s  toraporaturo to  any extent worth aontioning, 
as a o a t  buildings a r e  internally h e a t e d  d u r in g  v d n t o r *
In su irior hov/ovor the tonpcraturo is fairly constant inside, 
and is protected frou overheating by the external struc­
ture. (See Fig.IJo.27).
The constants of tho structure rhich now have, to be con­
sidered arc e.3 follows:-
Tcmpcrature factor (j » * -^ r
The elasticity nodulus of the natorial E kg/cn .
The coefficient of expansion (4 
The inertia iaodulus of all tho sections I 
Tho assumption is Made that tho framework is absolute­
ly atiff and that there are no loos® joints.
The frane hoinfl ^m etrical it wiU. «Pani •I™ 11? ln 
both directions. It i= therefore sufficient to inTC=ti-
Bate only ouo M l f  «  tho structure.
There is one portion ot the structure, which is stati- ;
cally undetermined nonely the bean A-D.
M U , * * »  i» influenced by throe stanc-cons at the
points B.c i: u. El. influence is expressed in three ho.
fTf «  H ) r.nfl in throu vortical forces 
ricoutal xorouu *
(V V 4 cc V, ) as well as three turnins mononts at tho points
B C c D denoted by ( n , ^ *  > - •
.71- / Th° .........
'.Che diG l^c.o;-;i',:T,b frovi t'u; uf^oota of thermal expansion at 
tho points B,C b  D respectively will be as follows 
B/ Horizontal displacement A, ~ ( t
4
Vortical displacement \Jt ~ O
Angular displacement duo to turning moment n ( *
C/ Horizontal displacement (12?^
Vortical displacement Vi * 0
Angular displacement due to turning moment ma 
D/ Horizontal displacement A  3 * (b 3 I ^
Vertical displacement Vo =• 0
J
Angular displacement duo to turning moment m j- ^3  
Fig . 1 uB8 shows all tho moment s' which have to bo con-
> >*■sidered. : '
The equation referring to the points of torsion set up 
by the moments m, m* & m3 can be written from the following
considerations.
Tho angle of torsion on the one sidt. at any given point
of a continuous beam fix&d at onu end is equal to the 
Algebraical sum of all the "forces" acting on the beam up to
that point from tho fixud end.
Under th,; hiding of forces* acting m  « * , part of the 
b.;am it is to bo understood that the tofcao of tho area 
under th, moment diagram b e g i n s  to that portion must bu 
divided by ' .3  product of stiffness (EX). ^
i .  Th- n eiA, . l w » . l l - h p - S /a r ,  I - 5/w ,f
a. and 7fl.i.'(m ,tanI*smi)( -4t5
3. Eli,-  (mrfSm.tSmj)/ -*v,< 1
(Sou Fig.No#S9).
It i ,  now n e c e s s a r y  to writ, up tho o q w t i o m  * «  « •
vortical displacement of points B,0 .„  »  respectively.
The displacement in any direction of any riven point ou
ti, .  on, sid. of a continuous «  * * *  f  « * *  ~  " *
Is oquai to tht Algebraical sum. of the static moments of 
the’ forcec.’ acting from the fixed end up to that point, 
iho meaning of ’forces’ being the same as defined above,
4. Then EIV, « & ( m,+»ma 4 m,)!1 -l/3v,^- 5/6v, I* -4/Sv,/*» 0
5. and ElVj r i(am,+ 4mj,+- 4ms)/< -5/6v, P  ~Q/3va fJ-14/3v, 1**0
a. and El?** (5m, + 8ma + 9m,) i‘+ 4/3v, 1 * 4- 14/3va fV * 0
It is next necessary to consider the three stancheonn
supporting the continuous beam B .C.& B, (See Fig.2Io.30),
These stancheons are fixed into the ground floor frame
at tho bottom end.
At the point B .G .& D. they are attached by m,H,V, &
1
m jH ^o nd  m^HjVj allacting in the opposite direction to
l
those oil the- beam. ’ (See Fig.lJo.30 ).
The displacements at the points B.C. & D. will be as 
followst-
B/ Horizontal displacement ^,*^iit 
Vortical Displacement V, * 0 
Angular displacement caused by the moment m,*clj 
C/ Horizontal displacement
Vertical displacement Va » 0
Angular displacement caused by the moment ma * dj.
D/ Horizontal displacement A j*^3^t  
Vertical displacement V3 * 0
Angular displacement cavised by the moment m#* ol3 
All the displacements are in the samo direction as
before.
Applying the previous theorems the displacement equa­
tions are 
7. Eld j * £H* ^
0. SlAi * &H|
9. Eldj *
10. E 1 A , * 1 / 3 H / ~ W 1 *  Blfft
11. El A* * l M  11 * SEl|* I*
13. a A . - a M * 1- *
“72- / I n . . . . .
In orcl^r to eliminate tho angles il,/{^i'djnnd so leave 
nine o'j.uationfs with nine unknowns the values of E l i  are 
replaced nr. follows
froa, equation. (7) into equation (1)
^id^fron equation (8) into equation IS)
>ij fror; equation (9) into equation (3) 
vith. tlio following result.
In.. (3n,+ m1 + )£-iVH( ?* -tv,?1 -3/2v1 f* -5/3Vj^*. 0 
2n. (m, + 3sij +■ I* -2vj t* -4vjf* *  0
3a* {iu, + 2m4 +• toj)f ~&EI3 f* H K  P  -2v4 t* -9/2v, (* * 0
Thus equations 1 ,  3 ,7 ,8 , tc 9 aro now replaced by 
la ,2a ,&  3a, and these fom  with 4 ,5 ,6 ,10 ,11 ,&  12 tho nine 
actuations with nine unknowns,
Either ( or ^can be taken out of all those equations 
by division and in order to sinplify the factors and re­
duce ; ho coefficients to complete numbers, the following 
transposition hau to be made.
m, ■* x
m. x  t
X ,
V, ? * Z ,
v*! » z*
v ,( * z ,
Tho temperature factor *0  also has to be in**
troducod.
By substitution:-
3x, + 3Xj, +-2XJ - 2Z, - 5,^- 8Zj * 0 
9x, + 12X2 +• 12Xj - 52,-1624-28X3 » 0 (
15x, 4- 24xf +-27XJ - 8Z,-28Z4“54Z3 «• 0 
~3x, i- 3tj, *  60 
-3x2 +■ 3 tjji * 12c
-3Xj +« 2 ■ 18C
4X, ■*- sxa + 2;ij - - Z« - 3Sa-5S,»0 
2X , -h 6X5.+ 4r3 - tj4- Z, - 43,-82^0 
2x, +■ 4x«.+ Bx% -«j»- 2« “ '-23-9Z3.0  
donations Vll, Vlll and OX oew be multiplied by 2
t > r. nr v rnd VI respectively luaving and a'Kle.d to eauar.ions IV, v ..nu a
-73- „ /
1
11
111
IV
V
VI
Vll
Vlll
IX
A
I
6 ..r nations v.lth 6 unknowns (X, %4jXjtua<l Z ,,Z 4 '.rt& 2, )  
fiid tho result is
that 4 3Xa +■ rix3 - az, «5z; -oz3 * o l. 
and 9;;, +• l£X, + 13a , - 5Z, -1GZJ,~23ZJ * 0 2. 
lSx,+  24X2 + 27X„ - 8Z, -£6Z 0 S.
5x, 4- 4xl +- 4X, - 2Z, - GZj-IOZ, w 60 4.
4x , +• 9Zj +■ OXj - S 5Jj - GZj~—6Zj ■* 12c 5.
4x, 4- 8x#+13xj - 2 55, - SZj-lBZ, -13c 6.
Tho va^uoa of the unknown v&ll bo as follows 
X, * C 4 ,4  * 0 9*6 Z, * -0 0.5
X 2 < 0 9.7 ^  « C20.5 Za * -CIO.2
X ,-  0 9.6 ^ * 0 3 3 . 4  S, s +C16.8 
(Sow Fie.No.31)*
T5\o mcsaonts cauaod by tunpor&turo fluctuations 'Wr 
thu entire boan and stanchoons will ^  as follows 
I»Ib * * Xj * +3.6c 
M,, » m3 - T}t * -6.5c 
M’Cl m UO.+ 1*1 a * + 3*20
* Mcfc -(^3+ v»)£ * --•8c
II** * % (  + *1 ' + 1 *60
Mfl * %  -(v3+vi+v, )£'-0,Sc 
Mj * mj **H>£ * -13.8c
The, oalculation of the untooro nomento at tto junction 
points in more complicated statically und.tomlnod struc­
tures la basod on me orations of Hohr. « » «  * «  **>
wor* « n o  in « » « »  «  “  Up0a aiEI,1:'C'!'
nent. m o  equations to *o M ilt  u? in such a w,y
that it is possible to control the influence of each air*.*
and stile ^separately.
a o  ^ n it u d c s  of the statically undetermined for.es
,, ar. the momenta of tho . i^rdcx.o andat oaoh junction point ar,.
therefore l,h. r., BU,t Ik  a . ..any e.mtions.
ca::,.s » t  S.: cliotinsulshed f**> -ach « * t  w
th«. !-n. ,iro':l- 13* -74- Z1 ...........
■ r
1/ If tho points of junction between girders and stilos 
aro iariovaMo (most rcinforccd concrotc structures) 
tho number of points of junction of the girder are 
equal to the degree of static undotormi ation.
S/ If the points of junction and so the whole frame can 
bo moved horizontally* Tho undetermined statifir-for­
ces being one lens Than the number of junctions, the 
whole structure bocomos unstable and in order to 
simplify tho calculations they hare to be made stati­
cally determined.
Tho moments at the points of junction can be put in 
the following plain toms-
*» Be
_ <3 El &Twhere B » tho temperature factor T * — ~—  
is tha reduction factor, B being equal to I or i  depen-s
ding on whether it concorns a girder or a stilo o.iic is a 
constant for the structure and in frame structures where 
stilos aro all of the sane length it only concerns the gir­
ders (R) •
The C&jfc * R » in
£  * |  x the reaction from the volume of the area of tho 
moment diagram which is applied as a 'fatce* and belongs, 
to the girder in question*
# * t h c  stiffness coefficient of the sopo girdur its value 
being Ic 5
15c
Tho elasticity equation is set up as follcws:-
jU  + ........ - J *
f « +  ..................
< ~l > +■ ...........— ■+ • * * tr"  *v  M I 1 * , f iA
v tf) J x ' W r , J z ' V B l ..... ' X**rUe*.v;hcre Of, * Wfi , 1 &l > 5
and tho solutiou will he
Tho plus or minus signs of the moments arc givon 
automatically in tho theory of their determination by tho 
condition that tho magnitudes of each Influence to',**-JSL 
ought to bo a positivo number. ^
A list of tho magnitudes can be made up as follows:-
A»„ m 5,
M(2 <v>*l I* 32 --- f^Mlm ,5 M»1 ... . - -
^3/vi . . . . . . . .  -
CA. is tho magnitude of the influence created from tho 
area of tho moment diagram aoting as a 'Force’ on tha 
girder it concerns*
Z and N arc compound stiffness coefficients formed 
from tho simple stiffness cocffioiontsX , X4....X%, and 
... Com^ind magnitudos of influence can bo formod in 
a similar way from tho simple magnitudes {h for stilos and 
{jj for i-lrders).
This method of calculation is a very complicated one 
and is not altogether necessary.
If procautionary measurements (expansion joints - 
insulating etc); which are discussed later in this paper; 
aro taken into consideration then the calculation of ther** 
mal expansion at uniformity and also simultaneously in­
crease of tQi.iporaturc may bo neglected. >
2/ The tcmpuraturc increase on one side of tho structure 
only. One sided heating is of great importance in reinfor­
ced cojicrote structures especially in the cuao of flat roofs, 
canopies, baloonles etc. In South Africa thu average daily 
suushirie which tB 6.7  hours, has to bo rootomoa with.
The maximum sunshine period occurs i-n August (9*9 hrs) 
oncl tho minimum in January 0 . 3  t o .) ,  This data has been 
suiipliod by the Union Observatory - Johannesburg.
fts stresses set up by «  » M W  L a t in s  can bo very 
dangerous in structures. That H p M .  fluctuations
„7 6- Ican< * * *
w
can. cauot /cry hi^a stresses is proved by tho numerous 
cracks i** b uilflingse The real reason for all those cracks 
i3 vur3r rarely thought about.
One sided heating is a problem which, frequently arises 
in respect of walls_and roofs of boiler rooms and rooft 
oxposod to sunshineo It is also to bo bletmed for cracks 
in concrete chironoysj sraoko tubes and boilor lagging.
Cracks are sometimes to be found in reinforced concreto 
floor slabsj especially aftor a f.evoro winter whon on the 
ono side of the floor tho adjoining room has boon well hca~ 
tod.
In making calculations far ono sidca heating or cooling 
it is noconsary to assume that heat conduction in homoge­
neous material is rectilinear* The fundamental formula 
has to be drawn up for a slab through which a stoady flow 
of hoat is pansins*
ji tho temperature of the one surface is t , and of 
the other t2 then tho temperature at any point on the slab 
is (soo Figr.no,33)
tjj- t*
If 12 * 0 then t^ * X
C?he flow of heat through walls and floors is fairly 
constant under the irfluoneo of one sided over heating, 
tho olaments of a slab expand unevenly with tho result that 
tho slab will "bond if it is free from eternal forces. ^ 
The corwrox sWo of the sleb will always bo on the side 
exposed to the higher temperature and the radius of cur­
vature will be the same overall (See Fig.No.33). ...
There will however be no stressos,raided in the slab, 
mA *• th>j ^formation the radius of eurv-fcure vdU  be
f t - p r
, . . -a.a-'.w. COl fficicnt of expansion of the material.
•,77** /Thu# *»*
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Tho thicker tho slab tho less the cut venture. Any incror.se 
of t or (i will inorcr.sc the curvc.turo.
is fairly constr.nt for roinforced concrete, and 
therefore any deformation is entirely dependant on the thick­
ness of the slab and tho tompcraturo difference. v 
If the slab is divided along a lino parallel with 
its fc.cos into two or more layers tho ratio^ romains the 
same and R will also bo tho same. There aro also no 
stresses sat up in tho slab undor those conditions.
The same remarks apply equally to boams or other 
sections of structure provided the temperature conditions 
arc the same and that there are no external forces to tcJco 
into account.
Most reinforced concrete structures are r.ot however 
froo from external faroes»
Slab3 aro fixed into beams and beams into columns 
or walls and so on.
To roach the true situation in such cases it is noce- 
ssary to bond bade the slab or beam so far, that it v/ill 
comply with all the conditions (See Fig,No.34). The 
conditions aro of oourso imposed by tho fixing points of
the slabs or boams.
In the course of bending back, stresses will be set
up determined by the moments acting on the edges of the
slabs or beams, tending to rc-curn them to their original
straight positions.
The moment 10 can be found from the following equation
I |Y}
R El
whore E - the modulus of that portion of the structure
influenced byM .
Tho bonding « »  >* actcrmtncd from tho folio-
wine considerations.
Suppose the tomporaturo on one side of the girder is 
t ‘C above that oa the other side and that the drop of
/ temperature.» * . .
temperature is rectilinear.
The temperature at the top and bottom of the_girder 
will th'.m be + {-t and -£t respectively (See Fig«]5ro035).
The girder will therefore tend to expend at tho " p 
ant? contract along, the bottom or in othor words it will 
bend*
The radius of curvature is E and from 2\ig.l'To.36
*
the ?,ngle covered by a tangent to the bent girder and tho 
original horizontal position will be :~
* rr“iT ^S, m¥~»*a r
In fig . No,35 is a small element taken from the
girder shown in fig# NoP36o
d-P * and
6  dt &
i  . (Vb /
g» also R £
from equation No* 1 end No»8 Jc \j - ^
>  ~ IS '
What is the position of a slab or beam subjected to a 
temperature fluctuation of •, ‘ 0 if not able to expand or 
contract on account of external moments acting on tho
*  ft HThe moment will be :*• ~ 2*g ori ^  ' GTE* 3E» 2£i 
ftt  ^ y ! hence w> , £ I /
U  '  2EI <>
Si,,max. .  e j i i l  £ t(o t /
As an example take a continuous beam with 3 supports
(soe fig* No.37)» . •
The distances between the supports are U, and f, .
The modulus of inortia for No.l {-Irdor is I„ and for
clrdor Ho.2- 14  . B * ’ • « »  “ <tolus ° f ^.astictty.
If tho boom is out through over tho centre support
then tho angles t<*m* * * « » « » «  • “ “ « *  *amA
expansion of tho two boams will bo:
~79»
y applying moments and |A% ovur tho three supports
th'- will automatically close again at tho ccntrc
support. At both ondo of boom. No.l the acting moments 
K), and F)i will cause angles '-f, and and tho equation for 
these ang.^.j is wull known from the statios.
j .
and
oro
£ E U  6 Eli
Tho angles -f, and should be equal to and there-
Hit +!2il' + „ q u is , SL±ii- +
6 El, 3 El, 6 e u  ■ 3f-:k So, 2Sz
If tho dimensions of tho sections of all tho beams 
are tho samo then this equation can bo put in tho follo­
wing form aclftL y „ .
K U  + 2fOl ff. + M J-lY'>,« '  — +
and if all :.;irdora aro the sano length
In, 4-^! roa. + m 3 - £ £ i £ i
As a further oxarplo take a girder supported by 5 co­
lumns, the columns bo Inc equally spaced. Tho modulus _ of _ 
inertia of the girder is tho same throughout. (See fig .No,38)
If tho modulus of inertia of the end columns is vory 
snail in comparison vdth tho modulus of inertia of tho g ir ­
der tho moments over the end supports may be neglected.
Tho equation will be
e  ei ft t 6//3± .  _0 f 4 M , + W : - - - - - - - - T ^ -  h o n r a  ^
(T B I
■4K1, tlfli " C e  (ft = to, - £and
Th. unxtoraa ola.*aei,«:S au* up by tomporaturu fluctuations 
5 ^ .  rMa* . ""yj
w i n  «- M ^ - r . W s . a  . £ M . / j
v;  ‘W 7 s i ' A
or 5 f  if. fMav, ^  ^ ,4;
This shovfB that stresses sot up by temperature fluc­
tuations are indepundant of the cross section and length 
of girders.
It is not on oxagoration to say that a temperature 
fluctuation of 25*C causing one sided overheating can set 
up a compressive stress of 50 kg/cm* in a reinforced con-
sioooo x 1 0 5 x ioo :: 25
croto structuro 0 * ________________________ ___  = 4 '3 'r5 0.
100000 X 10 X 12 
Since if 3 - 210,000 kg/cm* and ^ «1 ;100 ,000  
M** 9/7 .0 *  56250 kg.cm and Str.max - * 55 k£ /cm*
This proves that one 3idod over boating can cause many 
cracks in reinforccd concrete structures especially v.tiere 
tho structure is exposed to the rays of the sun.
In suoh cases it is wise not to neglect wollappliod 
insulation as a provontativo against damage from tempera­
ture fluctuations.
8 » CONTROL OS’ TKEEfiMX CONDITION^ 21 BUILDINGS.
Tho following points of view have to ho borne in mind 
when tho insulating problems of buildings are under consi­
deration.
1, To create a ploaaant and bearable temperature
for those who are going to inhabit tho buildings, 
to create tho right temperature in factories, cold 
storages etc., during both surimer and winter, 
a ’ To keep the air dry (food storos etc:) and to 
create tho right humidity vfcore oquired (for 
instance in silk weaving industries). General­
ly to *;ive satisfactory effect to the numerous > 
prescriptions existing for industrial buildings. 
3# To prevent condensation which only oau»>a corro- 
. sion and the rarmation of mould etc.,. Humidi­
ty will also reduce tho insulating capacity of 
wallsi floors, roofs and insulating materials.
—Si— /The. • . •
------------------ y
The thermal conditions in buildings can be influenced 
in throo different ways,
1, By insulation and ventilation.
3 . Hoat and cold accumulation.
3 . Expansion joints.
Tho first and also the most important prucautionary 
mcasuros which have to be taken aro proper insulation and 
propor ventilation. Attention to this major point can 
give proper regulation of temperature and provent over hoa­
ting and condonsation in buildings. A different kind 
of insulation has to bo applied when buildings arc heated 
or coolcd permanently or even temporarelyi In such special 
eases as churchos or halls for particular purposes, whore 
use is only made of such buildings for perhaps a few hours 
daily or a fow days woclcly, the designer has to consider 
lighter insulating materials with a higher insulating ca­
pacity.
In this way tho heating of tho room can be accelera­
ted and so the periodic UdO of fuel is more economical.
On tho other hand buildings which must be protected 
against hoating, have to be insulatcd<with heavy materials 
with great heat accumulation capacity.
The difference between insulating matorials of low and 
sreat heat accumulation capacity has already been referred
to in earlier paragraphs,
Hoat accumulation does not come into tho question when
continuous heating or cooling aro under consideration.
In any case I n s u l a t i o n  of buildings does not prevent loss
of heat, it merely postpones the cooling period.
A r e i n f o r c e d  co n o r e tc  or other typo of building with
proper insulation is equipped in such a way that over hoa-
tine fro-*. thu 3Un is P03t?0n0fi lonG tn0USl1 f °r ni'’ht
to come u,;ain. W *a  rooms arc heated, correct insulation.
~ pooling -noriod until heating commences a^ain, postpones "'10 cooxmfe
The use of good insulating materials is not in itself
stxtisfactory as much depends on tho greatest caro being ta­
ken with the application.
As already mentioned, humidity can rcducc insulating 
capacity (in many cases by more than 50c,j),
In such cases the insulating material must bo protec­
ted against watar penetration.
Buildings oxposod to temperature fluctuations have to 
bo insulated if oraclcs aro to be avoided through expansion 
and contraction, further they have to bo provided with ex­
pansion joints, properly designed and cxocutod.
Again th insulating material must bu made waterproof. 
Insulation is at its minimum just before condensation 
starts. The v;nolQ problem of insulation can be Illustra­
ted by two examples tclcon from practiso.
Iron Roofs. (No insulation & no heat accumulation).
In a factory in Budapest (Hungary) which was provided 
with big windows and an iron roof exposed to tho rnys of 
the sun all tho workmen suddenly became_ill on account of 
the intolerable heat inside the factory.
Tho outside temperature was 20 - 32*0 and the inside
temponature had risen to 3o#C.
Tho total rosiste.neo of the roof to the passage of
hoat was:-
* 0.00 Iron shoots
0 .2 cm layer of air between tho iron shoot and 
tho boarding found to be at a temperature of
50*O'*.002 X 13 0.024
0.166
0.05
R » 0.34
inwide could bo put at 0.14The convection
R = S .63
Tho surfaco tompcraturu of tho roof outside was +60*c 
(oxidised black metal shoots) and in tho beginning tho in­
side tomporaturc was +• 30*c„
Assuming astoady flow of hoat, tho supply of heat 
was Q, * S .63 X (60 - 20) »  105 cal/m4/hr.
Tho amount of hoat supplied became gradually smaller 
as tho room booame hottor otherwise a critical situation 
would have arisen earlier.
^ a t  could bo done in a case lilco tiiis with improve­
ment in insulation?
With tho application of tvro layers of exp. cork each
2 ems thick under the roof end with u layer of air of 2 m s 
in between the increase in insu" \tin& capacity will bo 
'ft* 0,04 X 25 ■*- 0.02 X 7-1 0-01 X 5.4 *• 1.176 
Cork Air Plastor
» G. + R + E* ■* 0.14 0 r- 24 lo 176 1 ■> 556
I?
k - 0o6<l-5 
Q, * 105 %rri « 25,7 cal/m7h 
It can bo said therefore that this treatment would
• y
reduce tho original heat supply by 1 /4 . v?
Taking into account the fact that tho hoat accumula­
tion capacity of cork and plastor is not a fixed figuro 
and by treating tho surface of tho roof with aluminium 
paint to prevent hoat absorption, tho hoat supply can be
out down to 1/8 of tho original supply.
All this, oombined with an adequate system of ventila­
tion will improvo conditions in the factory to such an
oxtcnt that they would be normal.
Without air c i r c u l a t i o n  however th o  air inside would
still »° urfcosxaM*., onl'-r 3 0111,10 r'Jtr° “ 14,8 **!
or air « •  prosoirtv.s ” **>  Df r00f aOTf000-
ito ssoclflo of ^  6“ins -31 “  TTOUla rolulr8 1,8
« 1 .  only to a im  * »  ♦ « • « * « « *  -f * « « » •  01 * *
-84- /  hy..»*
by 1#C. Taking into consideration the insulating scheme 
already mentioned the temperature in the room would rise
by £jl7wl9.8*c in an hour#(•o
To this has to be a^ded the supply of heat from tho
bodies of th v/crlcaon (BO cal/ hr) and on the other hand tho
hoat which exudes from, walls and floors can bo deducted.
If tho air is changed 4 times per hour tho increase
19 9of temperature would drop to ■= 4.95*0 .per hour.
This is no longer an unbearable increase in temperature. 
Evaporation from the human bodies is accelerated by tho 
air circulation and the slcin is pleasantly coolod down.
The question of heat accumulation can now be investiga­
ted and possible improvements suggested.
The heftt accumulation capacity of tho roof per sq 
metro was:-
5 kg sheet motal a «12 » 0*6 cal 
12 kg roof boarding and reed 
mat a <>6 » 7.2 cal
24 kg. plaster a ...33 * 5.28 cal.
13.08 cal •
The roof temperature outside was -t-60*C ; nd inside 
+•40*0. This means an avei’ago temperature of 4 50*0.
It requires 13 X 30 « 390 cal to warm up the roof from 
+ 20*0 to 4 50*0 r.nd this can be radiated by tho sun in
1 hour. The roof can be improved by changing the rood 
mat and plaster for a 10 cm concrete slab with 6 cm fossil 
moal slab and a 0.5 cm layer of bitumen as insulation.
Th heat accumulation capacity will bo:~
3 k£. bitumen a 0.?2 
30 kg. fossil meal a 0.R2 
240 kg*' concrete a 0.>-2
;:73 Ice. * ° * ?'3 * 60,06 Ce'1*
nj. „ a tinea as much heat is now roonirud This moans uhat
- 8 5 -  .... ...........................
to vjarm up tho building to the same tcmporo.turo as before.
Before this high temperature can be reached the sun, 
will be past its peak and will be on the wane-,
2 0 J:^,a^iil?ifprccd concreto roof by
^jO—sided heating.*
£he following example which has been supplied by 
Theophile Schaerer Esq.., an Architect of Johannesburg has 
been investigated by the writer, (Thanks are due to Mr* 
Schaerer for this opportunity)„
Tho problem was that of cracks in the slabs as well 
as the beams in the reinforced concrete roof of a factory. 
The general situation is slu-wn in Fig .39.
The roof m s not loaded in this case nor was there 
any insulation for protection against damage from the rays 
of the sun* The problem was therefore to investigate 
tho structure from the angle of one sided over-heating from 
the rays of tho sun. Suspicions ware first of all aroused 
by the fact that the Northern portion of 'the building., '.on 
which the rays of the sun would naturally rest longest, 
sh o w e d  the most damage. Tho thickness of slab in tho roof 
was 12 cms (5n) • avorage dimensions of the beams
showing damage (5 & Sa) were 84 X 23 cms (S3'1 x 91')*
The roof was covered with bituminous waterproof layers 
which owing to thoir darlc colour have a very high heat
absorption capacity.
The assumption can be made that over-temperature on tho
outside surface of the roof reachcd 30*0 as against the air 
t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  8 0 * 0 .  a c t u a l  « « * « < >  te m p e ra t u re  «
tho roof can bo taSwa tins 50*0 f  20-0 - SCO
» e  .comencine t,nporaturo inside the factor/ ma 
W  10-oi III the first instance tho concrete sta)>a were 
investigated (See fiS . ® > .K». "eatost °f **>
slabs IB at risht anelos to boa™ 5 5a because distri­
bution bars of only l A "  <«■*•> v'0!'c usca> Boat of th®
w
a *  j- ■* -Js—  *  0 , 1 0 5 .
. o^r.j.-vus&ive. tresses 3ut up by ovai’hent.ias
o,i .>i;- aidn ol.ouia ther^foro lie at tho bottom and tensile 
S t r o p s  at tlv.) top 01' tfe HlRb.
The total resistance of the roof to heat transfer is:- 
R * X 3L*8? + 0 ,0 0 5  X  8 ,3 3  “  •147  + •0 4 s *»189 
Concrete water^proofing
Gonvection inside the building (See chapter 5/1)»
>1, ^
4.6 + 4,9
* b105 +  .189*.,294 ki3.4 Q, 3„4x(§0«10)*  136 Cal/por hour.
This heat supply is very high, but, because the room 
beneath -was high and also had intense ventilation, it was 
not troublesome.
What was the possible surface temperature of the 
concrete?
By convection 1 0 0 «  35«8$i?
Concrete 100 jffi * 50$
0 0 fyQ, riWaterproof layer 100 * 14,2/o
100#
The rise in temperature through the roof from bottom
to top is:- .
By convection 40 X .858 »14.32*0
♦
Through the concrete , r
slab 40 X .5 20 0
Through waterproofing 40 X.142 5.68 "C
40 • C
T e m p e r a t u r e  of UUe co n crete  s l a b .  ,
U n d e r n e a t h  . 1 0  +  1 4 . 3 3 '  0 - 8 4 . 3 8  0
On top 24. 32*0 + 20-0 -44.32 0
T e m p e ra tu re  difference between 
top ard bottom. *
J'Joi’oi o the roof was co v ered  with waterproof layers
„+viws fl^ffer-'ncn w as aw much a s  25 - 30*0. tho te m p e r a t u r e  emici ^  -
Tho raaxiiiun stresses created by this temperature are 
as follows, (Sse :t'iGn fto./j.oh 
4M.+- Ma * gr.
Mj 4^ .1+■ x 60 
2Mj& + <013 - Go 
whore m, * 1,270.0
Ma * 0 ,925.G 
* 1,040.0
C - 4-3750 k^.cm (See chapter 7/B)
M nos: » 1,27 X 43750 * 55500 lcgcm" 
Siri'iax * 54.3 kvi/cna which is
/
a very hi^h fi -,ureB
i/hat is tho position in the beaus?
Here the temperasure difference between top and bottom, 
on account of loss convoction (greater thickness and lo­
wer bottom temperature mean less convection) war, 50*C« ‘
* M M ZIJSSLjU SE?. .  S5o ,000 kgi cm 
cS 12 100,000 x 84
M s 1.27 X 85;)*000 = 1.080.000 kg ais
2 X 1000000 
Str<i m ax .*  - - —  50 cms.
71 X 26,7 I  Z'6
Tho marimum additional tensile stress is uhus 50 kg/
cm* on the top of the be fares over the supports and this means
that the stool has to carry twice as much as the original
calculations made for d«^ nd r-uct moving loads. _
Xt is however much ' orse alonw, tho top reinforcenenu^.
Here only 2 bora 3/0" diame I,or have to carry the stresses
set up by one sided over heating In fact moct of the
cracks ooourod l/3th from the supports where tin. hMVjr ,
top reinforceufeut has been stopped. The surface reaches
a ver*" hi^h temperature >l«irinL: ;he day ana the nightly
- • o + inv» vji  ^1 there;'ore bo intense. This will bring ro~rutaatxon wx,i.x wiej. -
. , , vim* of t’v-! atruoturo especially during; about one sxduu cooJj.nu,
I-;,,: radiation from tho c.un JLo more
intense for shorter periods than tho re-radiat 
The heat accumulation of tho roof is;- 
270 kg concrete slab X .21 » 56,00 cal,
3 kg. water proofing X .22 0.66 cal
re-radiation overnight.
56.66 cal
The average temperature of the rocf was 24+50
“ 15---*
To heat the roof from 20*C up to 37*0,56.66 X 17*960 
calories are required.
In Johannesburg the radiation is oa 0.462 graame 
oal/sci cm/ minute which is 277 cal/sq. M / h o u r .
It therefore takes 3-J- hours to hoat up tho roof iTem 
20*C to 37*0 which is fairly fa3t»
Th3 one sided over heating and the high add.lxional 
stresses caused thero by can bo prevented by putting 15 cm 
(6") of slag concrete over the conoroto roof but under 
the water proof layer. (See fig,No,41).
The total resistance of the roof to hoat through will 
now be . . .
Concrete slag concrete watorprooflng
/fe * 0.105 + 0.4Q9 * 0.594 ^ * 1 .6 8 .
and ^ * 1 .68 X (50 - 10) - 67.2 cal/por hour.
Tho possible surface temperature become.
0,105 n
by Convection 37394
Conorote 0^34
insulation
(Slag concrete) * 7 ___^
100 $»
and the *iao of temperature from bottom to top becomos
-89«* /by
By convection 40 X 0a177 « 7el00
through, concrete. slab to X 0o348 - 9 .9JC
through. r,lc.b concroto 40 x 0*505 = 20. 2*0
through waterproofing 40 X 0*07 8.8*0
40'0
. *1 this case tho temperature difference between the 
two sides of the concrete slab ha3 been reduced by mere 
than ^ half, and consequently the stresses are reduced as 
wellP
The improved heat accumulation of tho roof will be:~ 
270 leg, coucrctc slab X 0,31 * 56 cal 
190 kG alas X j.s - 38ical
3 ke waterproofing X 0,32 ** o.CG cal
9-xt 6u cal
Average temperature of the roof * 33<,5‘ C
In order to heat the roof from 30*0 up to SS.S^O
94.66 X 13. D ~ 1300 cal is required,
If 4 eras of exp„ cori.c wer:; used for insulation in­
stead of breer. concrete the heat required to warm up the 
roof would be ca 1900 cal,,
In thin case 7 hours intense radiation would be neces­
sary to warn up the roof, not to mention that the si.?i'aoe 
te m p e ra tu re  of the concrete is also reduced considerably.
What in the difference between the application of heat 
accumulating and insulating material 011 the' cold as oppo­
sed to the warmer sifts (Gee fi30No042)«
In tho first case if the insulation is placed on tha 
warmer side the heat accumulation will bo lower and ths roof 
will be warmed up q; Lckor, Tho difforenoe between tho 
surface temperatures of the concroto structure will be lo­
wer however and over 3ioatinfi of tho surface will Tv preven­
ted#
►.?0« /The
"■t .... n~
The second case Is more favourable from tho point of 
view of the heating of the entire roof.
Heating nnd cooling will take longer, but the struc­
ture is not protected against over heating.
Where there is no fear of surface over heating from ths 
sun, it is more economical to keep the temperature constant 
by putting the insulation on tho cooler sid G  of the roof 
or vra.ll. In tho case of cold storages it is more economi­
cal to put insulation inside the cold chambers.
From tho -anglo of one sided over heating or over coo-
either the ono or the other is most to be feared.
If hollow blocks wore used for insulation an even 
bigger reduction could be made.
In tho New Hospital at Itid&elburg Transvaal (for which 
writer was appointed reinforced concrete engineer by the
Architect Iffi.G.Moerdyk) tho roof ^sJ*eci[ insulated with 
brouz concrete and hollow blocks as well.
This was done in order to prevent any possibility 
of cracks, which mi(jht normally be expected as a result
of the bright sunshine.
Furthermore the whole of tho concrete frame structure 
has been insulated with 11 .S cm (4frM) brickwork which is 
sufficient for vertical walls which aro not st3'uclc at
right ang3.es by tho sun,
9* TTrPM.No 10;? JOINTS.
As well as tho precautionary measures mentioned be-
ling it is best to apply the insulation on tho side where
places and thouo are pro. 
dernier fraa. thia cause. 
It i;s not only ru.-cwi
ro propeviy carried out, then there is no
asary to make expansion joints at
-91** / tho.• •,
the points whoro expansion .',nd contraction due to thermal 
conditions are likely to cause chances in calculatea fiinon- 
oions but rlao ’,;horo portions of tho building arc construc­
ted from two different materials which ,1oin each other and 
whoro a now building adjoins an old ono (duo to difljrent 
bearing soil pressures).
It la also advisable whore a high building joins a 
lower one.
These expansion joints have to go right through the 
whole building* In ordinary circumstances expansion joints 
can. bo raade at an average distance of 30 metres where 
greater temperature variations aro to be expected however 
this distanco should bo out down to 15 metros.
This is valid for unprotected flat concrete roofs, un­
protected balconies, verandahs etc.
In Middolburg Transvaal oxpansion joints nt 15 - 30 
motros woro made by the writer.
Thcso joints go right through the building from top 
to bottom except in tho foundations which arc fairly deep 
and arc therefore alroady protected frtti tomporature fluc­
tuations.
In high, buildings it is always bost to inoroaso tho 
number of oxpansion joints in tho upper floors.
Additional joints should bo put into canopies, bal- 
conios and flat roofs# Expansion joints must go right 
through the struoturo.. thr.t Is:- rlcht through 'he hri<&- 
piaster etc: txi ttoy stoi.14 ho shown on tho clove.-
tion.
In order to cover the craclcs in tho covering plaster 
at tho JoIeM It ^  advisable to n d o  * » »  Join*,
in the, plP.stor ,♦ those places. In thU  w  the 
„i, i he straight no therefore hidden. (Boo fie .Ho .43).
Plenty of i'oc i should he .-.Uoivod for Joints to -noUo
tho nti’ucturo to * * >  * «  « 0 «  *» of "
4 ■hVi  ^ 'i^ irico in 1*3 m/m (;./'* 1 • tlliddclburg Hospital tlu * * ■ ■ •
^ 2- /Cantilever?,*...»
Cantilovoru at th<.. joints have to bo corructly calcu­
lated in o'cdor to avoid deflection. V/horc heavily loaded 
be cm 3 *’erjt 0:1 cantilover con., .-lea, every effort has to bo 
nadc to allow movoiaont at tho joints, oyo joints etc.
(Joo figdToM).
In flat concrete roofs opposed to a great quantity 
of mun.crou.t3 and hoavy ’ istribution bars have to bo
applied in order to carry tho stressor- caused by thermal 
expansion and contraction and by shrinkage of tho concrete 
duo to quick drying out9
j’ie . No, 45 showo various methods of carrying out 
orpanaion joint." in difforont atruoturus,
r.liowfi double beams with one routine on thu eo- 
li" va i+.-jol-' and the other loose on a couoolo belonging 
to ;v;.ri.- ijcluru-..- Between tho tvro booms there is a 
r-re.v-ur .joint cimblinn tho two parts of tho buildinr- to novo.
Tig, K 'Aioxr-' the solution in Widdelbur^ Transvaal 
where the Joints go right throuch the now Hospital building, 
ri;-;„c riir-wo a solution with double columns and double 
b9tuan. Troponins between tho adjoining .oartB has to
bo filled up-
rlZ.r.oA'i dim- o w r e l  different solution of this.
-:i tho Iliftiiolbura Hoorltta oi-Simry time <*mm lms
„  D am  1» S-e-A’ *“ » * * »  ***">  R0U* *te0UEh
..ho conc.roti-: o *  teiofcw* . *>» fllU ns  “ » °*
k K E C !  OT ic,vl. Bio oi'oninc can be. o o «ru« by
i n  i r o n  or OT .j.isr r.tri.j- ( n e . 3 )  •
C n „ ® u  b o w l w r .  S W *  b“  « * " «  '* * * *  1,0 °e'YZJ " * r 
• ,  ■lori'.ontnl mov„v.nt of the b a r *  «ii=h root an W .
in ..ho -..Ul.lbnrc Haspitr.1 tho,'. m o  ».*■» * * *  “
•1 f 'piu 'ir ptc on exception v, r,t on tho concur..
, h . ^  m  .it ttn v .:- b ,.am n  fir ,.B '- "4 s >*
cn onntjllovca* and con~ nun r.iiaoc ....T'n.r ..;! ri! op
of danp 0ourno.. • • -nii'd ’-;ith n few layors
„ /OUCOn • * « «
Oncc in cr.ro has to bo taken whc.ro floors join 
walls (Fie,47.). shows tho solution at Hiddelburg. The 
dor.l floors arc ablo to move under tho floor plinths.
Cc.rc must also bo taken when waterproofing roofs over 
expansion joints# It is bat tor to put ore extra layer 
over tho joints and. best of all to make a special movoable 
covor out of Zinc or copper which can talco up expansion 
or contraction, (see fig .No .48),
Lack of spaco prevents further discourse on this 
matter. Each must be treated separately and there arc no 
special regulations concerning the oxocution of expansion 
joints.
The views hold t>y the designer play the major part 
in tho scheme. If first principles are taken into consi­
deration by tho designer on tho linos of those di3cusscd 
in this thesis, a solution suitable to tho particular cir­
cumstances always prcsent3 itself. In such instances 
there is no likelihood of any damage from cracks causcd 
by thermal expansion and contraction duo to uniform or si­
multaneous increases in temperature.
10, amifSIOI? & CONTRACTION BY HUIIIDIT.I.
Finally the stress caused by expansion and contraction 
under the influonco of huialdlty must not bo overlooked.
Theso stresses arc similar to those sot up by temperature 
fluctuations.
Deformation of bodies under the influence of humidity, 
is different from deformation caused by temperature fluc­
tuations. The passage of hoat for instanc. through con­
crete- is eeaclual but is q-uito a sharp Soparation bctwcun 
the dry and the moist portions of it .
Tho drop of temperature may be gradual, but there is
no cuostion of s»4uca of h » l 4 1 W  ir. =on«*tu 4 « 1 b«
tho cottlae jroooss.
Tf „t tho lioginnins «io sottins period a ooao»to
3lab I .  out t te o ^ .r . outor ooatins will bo o*poSod «*-
_g4 „ /-rounding..,.
Trounding wot core*
The a trusses net up tiro tho scmo as when cooling a
slab on both surfacc-s, In tho coro compression is set up 
whilst out^iclo o, tensile stress .cauaor; expansion.
If the cross scction of the outer ooat rnd the core 
aro r,’ae same then tho stress will also bu the sarao.
ii.t tho bocianing of tho gottins process, that is when 
the' cL'j'iJuk of tlie !3urfr.ooo first starts, a mxinum toasilo 
strosa is not up which will cnuao cracks duo to contraction. 
This is the reason why it is so important to protect the 
outer surfaces from drying too i'uiclcly, either by keeping 
then vot. or by I'ccpirg thorn covorod as a protection from 
the of tiie sun* It is also very ur;cf al to placc
contraction .uettiii^ in til*- concrete an near an possible
ere bo I,
;jtrUCtUro;J«
It Pan oeon
taac eo:,r.tructioa in. bright sunlight with intonso
’-'eating d ^ n  ou f^.,olily pir.cocl concrotc can or.uso 
(.Va'v.r’o irx r.:i ir^or. tant nature. Thosu conditions being 
2a;.*ticula;?ly applicable to South Africa it can bo said 
that rliw root causc. or Hare cracks in rcinforced conorcto 
bixilil.uv,^ can bo traced to expansion and contraction sot 
up by Wrnx-’aturro :<?Iuctuatio:i rjo& changing huniflity#
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CHAPTER Ho, 8a
t-T * temperaturo shown on any thermometer.
£ e * temperature of a specimen. 
d- s inertia of the thermometer.
—-- - torapcraturo fluctuation of the thenuometor p.max
t ^  *. temperaturo of the tormometer at the beginning 
&  *• tJjao required to take tho temperature.
A  *■ surface of the thermometer. 
d  » heat capacity of tho thermometer.
K ~ external heat conductivity of the thermometoro 
CHAPTER gB
-0.?2>cC* absolute temperature.
C = r-oefficient of radiation. 
t, ~ surface temperature of a specimen. 
t K *  temperature equivalent replacing the absolute 
OHAPTER Ho. <k», temperature.
H  - heat accumulation capacity of body. 
d  t specific heat of a body. > 
j5 * weight per unit of volume. _ 
i*. * avarago temperature of a body.
,  t-mporature of the surroundings of a body.
CHAPTER Nn. 5,
i * teapermture ^onoral .
i, find t% » surface temperatures 
$ 1  and * temperatures of surroundings.
&  I a. temperature difference between two surfaces. 
d ;  & f!x « c o e f f i c i e n t  of radiation - <510'9 a n d ^ l O 8 
C ' - values proportional to tho radiation.
"R  - ;,oi;al radiation (for radiation).
FI, I  \i? • ciip-.city of radiation.
*  rat io of a-’Gl<-:!’ •
T  £ T • temr^aturoa.
"  „  V  to, al ^diation O f  an absolutely black body.
"" ■* y-
o * thld'nosa of a partition between two rooms.
^ pv. * total thickness of a compound wall.
A x sectional area cf a body at right angles to 
tho heat transfer*
j/ {
i ^  ^  r coordinates « distances.
f5 - u/3 pros sure caused by radiation in any
direction,
^  * amount of heat transferred.
8'vjv/f- ooeeficients of convection between air and soli
-r = G- - resistance against convection, cl
X - thermal conductivity.
A  " A■ i * vz t coefficients of heat absorption.
fv- * capacity of heat transmission.
(
* resistance against heat transmission._
'R - total resistance to heat transference, j .
ry /pt»53«J« ol fiteV
- * a ^iven 'tine P *
U A W , £  I  •* integral constants.
S  * entropy*
K) internal work equivalent to heat.
^  * external work equivalent to heat*
CHAPTER No. 6. -----
CHAPTER No. 7.
po <* coefficient of thermal expansion,
* p;iven length,
A. f * expansion p.unit length.
I *■ rise of temperature.
/o * length at O'C.
^  s length at t“0.
£ - coefficient of expansion under the influence 
of a force,
V, !4 £ P „ forcuos
E  * modulus of elasticity.
£ - temperature factor. «. ^   ^• ft 1 ^  * Xj
i ’  modulus of Inertia.
W  “ modulus Of section,
<h angle of turning (duo to thermal conditions)
 ^ (due to external forcos)h •* length of a stilo.
^  * radius of curvature,
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